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AFTER RAPID BUT SAFE NIGHT
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i MESSAGE

RIDE THROUGH HISTORIC FIELDS
and the Old North State, President
and Party Reach the City

Of Virginia

I
I

of Raleigh

0
1

WHERE THEY ARE ENTHUSIASTICALLY WELCOMED

PRESIDENT'S

Raleigh, N. C. Oct. 19. President
Roosevelt and his party arrived here
early this morning, and weie received
at the station by an enormous and
enthusiastic crowd, that wildly cheered Tvhen the president appeared on
the platform of his private car. He
was formaly received by the mayor of
the city, a number of city and "county
officials and representatives of the
state fair, who were In charge of the
arrangements for the president's reception at the capitol and susequent
visit to the fair grounds.
President Roosevelt, Mrs. Roosevelt
and the members of his party were
the guests of the mayor and the citizens in general at breakfast, and were
then taRen to the fair grounds In carriages. They reached the grounds
about half past eleven and were greeted all along the loute and upon their
arrival by large crowds which gave
the president an enthusiastic welcome.
At the gates the president was met
by the officials of the fair association, who presented him with a handsomely wrought key of gold, In commemoration of his visit to the fair.
After a short walk through the
grounds, the president was escorted to
the grand stand, where he addressed
an appreciative audience of nearly
40.0W persons. Immediately after the
conclusion of his address, the president and his party returned to the
station, and at 1 o'clock the special
train left the city for Durham, Greensboro and High Point.

PRESIDENT

ADDRESS

I am Blad at the capital of North Ca
rolina to have a chance to greet youro
many of the Bonn and daughters of
(treat state. North Carolina's part In
our history has ever been bitfU. mJ hoa-- ,
orable. It was In North Carolina that
the Mecklenburg Declaration ot Independence foreshadowed the course taken
In a few short months by the representatives of the thirteen colonies assembNorth Carolina can
led in Philadelphia.
rightfully say that she pointed us the
way which led to the formation of the
new nation. In the Revolution she did
many memorable deeds; and the battle
of King's mountain marked the turning
point of the Revolutionary war In the
south. Hut I congratulate you not only
upon your past, but upon your present.
I congratulate you upon the
Great Industrial Activity
showrl in your commonwealth, an Industrial activity which, to mention but
ons thing, has placed this state second
only to one other In the number of Its
textile factories. You are showing In
practical fashion your realization of
the truth that there g must be a foundaIn order that
tion of material
any community may make real and rap-)- .'
iri i'i'ss
And I am happy to say
Bhowtng In
addition
that yau are in your
understanding of
1.W.UIOU
p...ut...
the great truth that this material
though necessary as u foundation, can only be the foundation, and
that upon it must be raised the superstructure of a higher life .if the commonwealth is to stand as It should
stand. More and mure you are giving
Care and Attention to Education;
and education means the promotion not
only r'ndustry, but of that good citilien rests upon the individual
zens!
by each
. upon the recognition
right- Imiivlo- U that he has duties as well as
rlght: i other words, of that good
citizei.. .,ip w hich rests upon moral Integrity and Intellectual freedom. The
man muni le decent In his home life,
his private life, of course; but this is
not by itself enough. The man who falis
to be honest and brave both in his political fn. nchise ami in his private business contributes to political and social
Is not
an
anarchy.
easy thing. Only those communities are
average
Individual
fit for It In which the
piactlces the virtue of
well-bein-

well-bein- g,

of wise dislutercslcd-l- u
ss combined with w ise
where the individual possesses common
sense, honesty and couragf.
And now 1 want to say a word to you
on a special subject in which ail the
country Is concerned, but In which
North Carolina has a special concern.
of the
foivstB Is
The preservation
vital to the welfare of every country.
China and the Mediterranean countri. s
offer examples of the
Terrible Effects of Deforestation
upon the physical geography, and therefore ultimately upon tile national
of the nations, one of the most
obvious duties which our generation
owes to tile K I" r.itlollS thai are to
come after us Is to preserve the existThe prime difference being forests.
tween Civilized Mild Uncivilized peoples
Is that
In civilized
peopl.s.aih generation works, not only for its own
of the
but for the
generations yet unborn, and if we permit the i.atiual resources of this land
to be destroyed so that we hand over
to our people a heritage diminished In
value we thereby prove our unlitnesa to
stand In the forefront of civilized peoples. One of the greatest of these heritages Is our forest wealth, it Is the tip-I- t
r altltudis of the forested mountains
thfct are most valuable to the nation as
a whole, especially because of their effects upon the water supply. Neither
state nor nation can afford to turn these
mountains over to the unrestrained
gtetd of those who would exploit them
at the xpense of the future. We cm
not afford to wait longer before assuming control. In the Interest of the public, of these forests; for It we do wait,
the vested Interests of private parlbs
e.
,e. so strongly inIn i '
trenched that It may be a most serious
expensive task to
as
a
most
well
as
oust them. If the eastern stales are
wise, then from the bay of Fundy to
tile lieXt
the IZ' O We Vlll See. W It
few years a policy set on foot similar to
fortunately
in the
out
i
carried
s
that
high !ii rrss of the west by the nahigher
All
the
tional g.ivi rnnient.
palarhi.t ns should be reserved. tith.T
I
ty the states or by the nation.
nuiih
prefer that they should be put under
national control, but it Is a mere truism to say that they will not be reserved either by the states or by the nation unless you people of the south
show a strong Interest therein.
Such reserves would be a paying In
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Washington, D. C, Oct. 19. In his
next message to congress President
Roosevelt will deal with railway rate
legislation more extensively than In
previous communication. He has already put much of that part of the
message Into shape.
The question, the president now
has simmered down to problems of constitutionality and desirability of the various expedients proposed.
He will discuss the question
whether it would be better to create
a coin t of Interstate commerce, or to
enlarge the powers of the Interstate
commerce commission.
It is believed that he will make a
strong plea In favor of vesting more
ppwer In the commission.
Next to railway rate legislation
the Etibejcts most In the president's
mind In preparing his message are
federal control of Insurance and federal regulation of political campaign
contribution. Strangely enough, in
both theie are serious questions of
constitutionality.
Commissioner Garfield, of the bureau of corporations,
has taken his stand- - squarely on the
proposition that It would be unconstitutional, In view of the supreme court
decisions, to attempt to regulate Insurance.
On the subject of federal control of
presidential campaign funds, congress
is confronted wilh the proposition that
the election machinery even for a
presidential election, is entirely controlled by state authorities. A president is not In theory, elected by tho
people; he is elected by electors
chosen to represent the various states.
The federal government would have no
right to interfere. Just how this difficulty might be met will be considered In the message.
Among the numerous other matters

STAND

vestment, not only in
protection
tc
many Interests, but In dollars and cents
lite
government.
to
The importance to
tlie southern people of protecting the
southern mountain forests is obvious.
These forests are the best defense
against the floods, which. In the recent
past, have, during a single twelvemonth,
destroyed property otlicinlly valued at
nearly twice what It would cost to Miy
the southern Appalachian reserve. The
maintenance of your

Southern Water Power

important than the prevention of floods, because If they are
your manufacturing Interests will
suffer w ith them. The pel pet nation of
your forests, which have done so much
for the south should be one of the first
objects of your public men. 1 he two
have
senators from North Carolina
taken an honorable part in this movement. Hut i do not think that the people of North Carolina, or of any other
southern state, have quite grasped the
Importance of this movement
to the
commercial development and prosperity
of the south.
The position of honor in your parade
today Is held by the Confederate veterans. They by their deeds reflect credit
uopn their descendants and upon all
Americans, both because they did their
duty in war and because they did their
fluty in pence. Now if the young men,
their sons, will not only prove that they
possess the same power of fealty to an
ideal, but will also show the efficiency
In the ranks of industrial life that their
fatiiers,
the
Confederate
veteranr.
showed that they possessed In the ranks
of war, the industrial future of this
great and typically American commonwealth is nssured.
The extraordinary development of Industrialism during the last half century
has been due to several causes, but
above all to the revolution in tho methods of
Is not less

m

Transportation and Communication
that Is, to steam and to electricity, to
A BAD DAY FOR
the railroad and the telegraphy.
When this government was founded
commerce was carried on by essentially
the same instruments that hail been in
FINE JEWELRY
use not only among civilized, but among
SANTA
barbarian, nations, ever since history
dawned; that is, by wheeled vehicles
drawn by animals, by pack trains, and
by sailing ships and rowboats. On land
Such was Lost in New York
this meant that commerce went In Blow,
4'umherous and expensive fashion over Failure of
Cashier-EffHe
Was
of Which
ect
City Valued at
Mgh'way open to all. Normally these
highways could not compete with water
transportation, if such whs feasible be$85,000.
May Have
Bearing on
tween the connecting points.
All this has been changed by the development of the rallrouds. Save on the
ocean or on lakes so large as to be
Albuquerque Eastern Road.
MOT VALUABLE IS REGAINED
practically Inland seas, transport by
position
wholly
of
lost Its old
water has
superiority over transport by land,
while Instead of the old highways open
New York, Oct 19. The robbery of
Pittsjurg, Pa., Oct. 19. After an PRESIDENT RIPLEY TALKS
to everyone on the same terms, but of a
very limited usefulness, we have new investigation of the books of the EnFREELY ON THE SUBJECT diamonds valued at $10,000 from the
highways railroads which are owned
Chicago, Oct. 19. President Ripley, wife of George W. Hoadley, at Buckby private corporations, and which are terprise National bank, on Beaver avehotel last Tuesday evening,
practically of unlimited, instead of limit- nue, Allegheny, which disclosed that when told it was reported that the ingham
ed, usefulness.
The old laws and old
failure of the Santa Fe to buy the was announced today by the police.
adequate
and the bank was insolvent, T. Lee Clarke, Santa Fe Central had been productive Hoadley is a brother of Joseph W.
were
customs which
proper to meet the old conditions need cashier of the institution
Hoadley, promoter and financier. A
for year, of trouble in Pittsburg, said:
radical readjustment in order to meet
"We thought of buying Andrews' former bell boy and waiter were arthese new conditions. The cardinal fea- went to his home, 545 Lincoln avenue,
tures In these changed conditions are, Bellevue, last midnight, spent a sleep- little road some months ago, but the rested charged with the theft.
first, the fact that the new highway,
owners
too much for it. As
ALSO
the railway, Is from the commercial less, nervous night, and shot himself far as wewanted
are concerned, the mutter is FINE NECKLACE
standpoint, of Infinitely greater Import- through
COULD NOT BE FOUND
1 do not see how a Pittsburg
head
morning.
the
this
dropped.
was
the
ance In our Industrial life than
New York, Oct. 19. A necklace
old highway, the wagon road; and secHe lived until 2:30 o'clock this af- bank could be concerned In the matond, that this new highway, the railter, unless It bad beeu putting up worth $75,000 was either lost or stolen
way. Is In tlie hands of private owners, ternoon, when death came.
today from the establishment of Wm.
An hour before the announcement of money to build the road, hoping to be Scheer, manufacturing
whereas the old highway, the wagon
Jewelers, at
road, was In the hands of the Mute. his death was received at the band, a able to aell at a profit."
542 Fifth avenue.
A detective has
The management of the new highway, telegram came from the comptroller
been summoned and the doors of the
tlie railroad, or rather of the Intricate
web of railroad lines which cover the of the currency at Washington, clos- PLEDGED PROMOTERS NOTES
are locked while search
AND ENTERPRISES' BONDS establishment
country, is a task infinitely more diffl-cul- ing its doors, and appointing Bank Exis being made.
and more im- aminer John J, Cunningham, as receivmore delicate,
19.
Pittsburg,
Investigation
of
Oct.
The Latest Report.
portant than the primitively easy task
the affairs of the Kuterprise National
of acquiring or keeping in order the old er.
This afternoon it is announced that
highway; so that there Is properly no ..Following closely upon the exciting bank, of Allegheny City, Pa., is makanalogy whatever between
the two events n lower Allegheny, came the ing good progress. According to Pres- Scheer's missing Jewelry has been
cases. I do not believe in government announcement from the president of ident (Jwyner of the hank. Cashier found.
ownership of anything which can with the bank, Fred Gwyner,
that Clarke Clarke, who committed suicide yesterpropriety be left in private hands, and
y
had loaned thousands of dollars to day after the bank closed, was treas- MINE EXPERT
In particular
i should most
Pennsylvania politicians; that he him- urer of both the Santa Fe Central and
Object to Government Ownership
LUCAS
self had endorsed a note for $50,000 Pennsylvania Deve.optuent company.
IN CITY
1
equal
believe with
of railroads. Hut
yesterday for Clarke, concluding with
firmness that it is out of the question Ihe statement, "that if the shortage The two projects were allied and
Clarke furnished most of the funds
for the government not to exercise a
James D. Lucas, the well known
supervisory and regulatory right over was only $100,000, he would gladly pay used in floating both. The bonds of
mine expert and operator of the
g
it hims
the railroads; for it Is vital to the
both concerns were held as security Cerrillos
district, is in the city, but
of tlie public that they should be
::.- - deposits which for the loans. The personal notes of
The bank na
e
managed in a spirit of fairness and
expects 'to leave tonight for Prescott,
$495,-00will
to
$800,000,
amount
of
which
bo
promoters
reported
are
also
the
to
toward all the public. Actual exis in the check or active account among the additional security furnish- and will visit other Arizona points on
perience has shown that it is not posmining business. "I am prepared to
sible to leave tlie railroads uneoiitrolU d. and the rest is in the sinking fund.
ed the bank
say," said Mr. Lucas, "that there is
Stub a system, or rather such a lack
Mr. Gwyner, in a statement, said:
more activity in mining circles of the
of system. Is fertile in abuses of every
$700,000
of
"Nearly
$800,000
the
of
TORRANCE
AND
ANDREWS
kind, and puts a premium upon unscrusouthwest now than has been shown
pulous and ruthbss cunning in railroad state deposits of our bank is out on
DENY BORROWING FROM BANK for several years, and several good
management:
for there ar( some big paper of state politicians. W. H. AnPittsburg, Oct. 19. Andrews denies districts of both New Mexico aud Arishippers and some railroad managers drews has borrowed nearly $400,000;
who are always willing to take unfair Frank J. Torrance has borrowed con- that he ever got a cent from tUe bank. zona, heretofore considered very dull,
advantage of their weaker competitors, siderable; I do not
Torrance is ill, but Secretary Ilagiin, are receiving new life, and many
know how much. speaking
and they thereby force other big shipfor him, also denied that hu mines, idle for a number of years, are
pers and big railroad men who would But the bank is solvent."
had been a borrower. Since the clos- now being thoroughly developed. I
like to ilo decently into similar acts of
ing of tlie bank, it has developed that look for prosperous times for several
wrong and injustice, under penalty of WHAT IS CLAIMED TO
being left behind In the race for suc- HAVE CAUSED THE CRASH both l.'nited Slates government and years to come among the miners and
o ss liiiaTnilli tit supi rvision Is needed
New York. Oct. 19. Concerning state officers had been in Pittsburg operators of the southwest, and much
quite as much In the Interest of the big
shipper and of the railroad man who he closing of the Enterprise National within the last few weeks looking In- outside money will flow into the diswant to do right as in the interest of bank of Allegheny, and the suicide of to the affairs of the institution, and tricts of this territory."
the small shipper and the consumer. its cashier, T.
Clarke, yesterday, particularly, it Is Baid, making investiKxperh nee has shown that the pres- a dispatch
to the Herald from Pitts-In- gation of the statement recently made PLENTY OF QUAIL ON
ent laws are defective and need amendby Homer L. Castle, tho prohibition
g says:
ment. The effort to prohibit all reswas learned late Wednesday candidate for supreme judge, relative
traint of competition, whether reasonJORNADO DEL MUERT0
'it
hat night that disaster to the Kuterprise to the acceptance of money from the
able or unreasonable, is unwise.
we need is to have
some administrauri'Ii rs:anding thai cerwith
btate
tlie
was
quarexpected
in
liank
certain
tive body wilh ample power to forbid
Colonel V. H. Greer, who was at
combination that Is hurtful to the pub- ters.. plans for the exposure of traf- - tain politicians should have the beue-fi- t
of Joans.
Engle superintending the loading and
lic, and to prevent favoritism to one inficking in state funds, it Is said, were
dividual at the expense of atioUur. in laid weeks ago. Clarke was cognizant
shipment of several thousand cattle
other words, we want an administra- of tills aud talked over tho matter
UP TO THE CITIZENS.
& Cattle comfrom the Victoilo
tive body wilh the power to secure
Hon. W. H. Andrews, T. Lee Clarke pany's ranges, to California, returned
with several directors a few days ago.
Fair and Just Treatment
The cashier was told by the directors and Francis J. Torrance, who are to the city this morning, expecting to
ns among all shippers who use the rai- he would
have to meet the paper obli- mentioned in the aiove dispatches, find here Colonel H. A. Jastro. The
lroadsand all shippers have a right en--to gations negotiated
through hint.
were all prominently identified with latter gentloman, however, came in
f
use them. We must riot leave the
"The supposition is that he was un- the Santa Fs Central and Albuquerque on No. 8 last night, and having presslerenn nt of such a law merely to the
department of justice; it is out of the able to do this, and fearing the con- Eastern railways.
ing business in Denver, continued
question for the law department of the sequences
he took his life. Clarke was
The Citizen sent a dispatch to Sen- north on the bame train. He will regovernment to do what should be pureassocimed as treasurer with Former ator Andrews this morning, asking turn to Albuquerque in a few days.
ly administrative work.
The d
Colonel
of justire Is to stand behind and State Senator W. H. Andrews and what effcet the bank's failure and Mr,
Greer was accompanied
with
administrative Francis J. Torrance, who, according Clarke's suicide, would have on the south by the following hunters, who
the
body, but tho administrative body itself to President Gwyuer, were borrowers completion
j. G.
of the Albuquerque East- also retuined this morning:
must be given the power to do the
unrk and then held to a strict account- from the bank, in the Santa Fe Central ern road, but is without reply up to Walker, I. B. Payne, Joe Uarnett, Jack
incorporated In the time of going to press this after- Dixon and Ixju Holz. They found
ability for the exercise of that power Hai.way company,
The lb lays of the law are proverbial, 18D1. The road was built by Messrs. noon.
quail plentiful on the Jordano del
and what we need In this matter is Andrews and Torrance.
Should these gentlemen be Involv- Muerto, and In the several days spent
reasonable quickness of action.
"Clarke was also a heavy investor ed or embarrassed to the extent of hunting on the desert, killed over 500
The shusus of which we have a genuine right to complain
take many in Mexico and New Mexico silver being unable to complete the Albu- birds. They supplied the ranchmen
shaps.. Itebates are not now often mining stocks. At the last election querque Eastern road, it would seem at Englo with birds, had enough to eat
given opt nly. Hut they ran be given Andrews was elected delegate to con- - highly important to the
future wel- themselves and brought back with
just a t tt'eetivt ly in covert form and gress
from New Mexico, and it Is said fare of ou- - city that the citizens' com- them several hundred. A few Intiterminal trnrks and the
iri.att ears,
like must be brought under the control he aspires to the senate from New mittee heretofore appointed to secure mate friends were not overlooked iu
or administrative Mexico when that territory becomes a terminals for said road should be call- tho distribution this morning.
of the commission
body, which is to exercise supervision state.
Failure to sell the Santa Fe ed together with a view dt devising
Colonel Greer says the cattle on the
by the government.
Hut in my Judgment the mosi Important thing to do Is Central to the Atchison, Topeka & ways and means for taking up the pro- southern ranges are In th very best
Santa Fe railway, is said to be the position where they have left off and of condition and there Is plenty of
(Continued on page four.)
cause of the crash."
pwshing same to completion.
j grass aud water for months to come.
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President Roosevelt. In his last mes
sage Indorsed the McKiulejr reconv
mendation, and added:
"The importance of securing proper
information and data with a view to
the enlargement of our trade wifh
Asia Is undiminished.
Our consular
representatives In China have strongly
urged a place for permanent display
of American products In some prominent trade center of that empire, under government control and management, as an effective means of advancing our export trade therein. I call
the attention of congress to the desirability of carrying, out these suggestions."
A new and very Important question
has arlson on the subject of ,our enlarged navy, which the president will
make recommendations to congress.
This Is the question whether congretw
should not authorize battleships with
a tonnage of 18,000 tons displacement
Instead of 16,oui), as provided for In
tho last naval appropriation hill. Navy
men say that all the rest of the world
are building 18,0(10 ton ships, in the
belief that the larger type Is to dominate In future naval actions, and only
the United Stales is restricting its
new ishlps to the smaller dimensions.
While care has been taken to say
little about it, It Is known that the
plans for new ships authorized by tue
last congress have purposely been held
up In order that this question might
be reconsidered.

HUNDRED THOUSAND

THIEF IS CAUGHT
Willing to Return to Pittsburg

Without Requisition

Papers.

Important

e.

Repute

0

FE CENTRAL

Bank

III

Still Continue Com-

1899.

Better pay for diplomatic and conwhich the president. Is discussing with
his cabinet advisers, with a view to sular officers.
The prosecution of violators of reIncorporating In his message, are:
The growing deficit, and how to cor- bate and other federal laws.
Public land preservation.
rect It.
Economy in the postal service.
The Panama canal, and how to 'exRefunding national Indebtedness and
pedite It.
The tariff, and whether It should expanding the currency.
be revised.
of the PhilipThe prevention of railway acci- pines.
Immigration.
dents.
The control of corporations.
The prosecution of Greene, Gaynor,
Tho new trade opportunities In the Benson and Heavers.
A delegate for Alaska.
Orient.
The Hague peace conference.
Territorial admission.
Enlargement of the battleship.
The PortmoutX Treaty.
Foreign relations.
Venezuela.
Congress will be asked to take vigSanto Domingo.
Philippine tariff.
orous steps to enable the United
Porto Rico's need for better tariff States to participate in the new marrelations with the United States.
kets to be ojiened up in the Far East.
Service pensions for Orand Army President Roosevelt believes that .a
veterans.
special commission should Ue authorReform In the system ot govern- ized to study the entire gubjt
ment business.
oriental trade.

of

IMPORTANT

Congress has repeatedly Ignored
recommendations of this character,
but It is believed that recent developments have aroused the whole worm
to the situation to such an extent that
the matter cannot be longer Ignored.
As long ago as 189S President McKIn-le- y
addressed congress recommending
a commission, and urged It again In

SUICIDE OF T. LEE CLARKE
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Thousand People Who Greet
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To True and Loyal Southern Hearts and Homes by Forty
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FOR PERJURY

Is Among the Near

Probabilitie-

Are

s-Legislators

Entertained.
TO

DOOM AND BOARD AT ALBANY

New York, Oct. 19. The possibility
arrest for perjury in the evidence
given before the iegis.ative investigating committee Increased the interest
In today's session of that committee.
The expectation of arrest grew out of
the action of the committee yesterday
when It sent for District Attorney
Rand, at the conclusion of the testimony of George J. Plunkett, who had
declared that he did not sign a voucher for $J01 for legal expenses, to
which his name was attached.
The
voucher had been paid by the Mutual
of

Life Insurance company.
This evidence was followed by testimony showing that other vouchers
for legal expenses had been used to
collect funds from the Mutual for the
maintenance of a house in Albany,
where the Mutual's agent was quartered and where members of the legislative insurance committee were entertained. When the hearing was resumed today .President McCurdy was recalled.

PULLMAN OWNERS
ARE SMILING TODAY
Chicago, 111., Oct. 19. It was a
smiling lot of men that met today at
the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Pullman company. They
all knew that business had been phenomenally large during the past year
and that the corporation had a surplus
of f 2H.iitiO.000. The stockholders
each other at the meeting
and highly commended the conservative and successful management of
Robert T. Lincoln, who was elected
president after the death of George
M. Pullman. The report of the treasurer showed that business during the
year ending July 31st, last, was almost 16,000,000. It Is understood
that a surplus dividend of $4,000,000
was declared. This would bring the
divHeud to f 'illy fifteen per .cent on
th eapitat
of 5I4,000,UOO.

.k

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISHAS

ALL

THE

MONEY

INTACT

Bridgeport, Conn., Oct. 19. Edward
George Cunllffe, wanted in Pittsburg
for the robbery of $101,000 in cash
from the Adams Express company,
was arrested here today. He is said

TIAN ASSOCIATION
Bloomlngton, 111., Oct.
hundred delegates, representing the
various Young Men's Christian association branches in this state, are assembled here to attend the state convention, which opened here today. It
Is the thirty-thirannual meetin g of
the state organization, and It is expected to be ot unusual Importance.
At the opening session the delegates
were welcomed by the mayor of the
city and representatives of the local
branch of the association. Several interesting addresses were delivered
and a few business matters disposed
of. The work of the convention will
be divided into several sections, under separate chairman. Governor Donee u and several p.ominent Y, M. C.
A. workers from Illinois and other
stales will address the convention.
al

d

ERECTED TO
PRISON SHIP MARTYR.
New York, Oct. 19. The Municipal
Art Commission has finally approved,
the designs and location of the Prison
Ship Martyr's Monument, and It will
soon be placed in position in Fort
Greene Paik, lirooklyn, by the Martyr's Monument association, of which
S. V. White is president.
The monument will be a column, 143 feet high
from the platform on which It rests
EDWARD GEORGE CUNI.IFFE.
to the top of the bronze tripod, and
to have male a clean breast of the 19 feet high from the platform at the
matter to the Pinke. tons, and has ex- bottom of the steps.
pressed a willingness to return with
the officers without tho usual extradi- REPUBLICAN CLUB OF
MASSACHUSETTS STATE.
tion papers.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 19. The annual
Ho declared that the money he took
was still intact and that It could be dinner of the Republican Club of
restored, but he declined to tell until Massachusetts will be held this evenhis return to Pittsburg, where it Is ing at Symphony Hall. The principal
speakers of the evening will bo the
hidden.
Sccetary of tho Navy, Charles J.
Honaparte; Senator Lodge and LieuNATIONAL CONVENTION
tenant Governor Guild, the republican
for governor. It Is quite
OF UNIVERSALIS candidate
possible that Attorney General Moody
will attend tint bauqiict, If ho can
Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 19. The reach here In time. If he comes he
biennial national convention of the will probably bo one of tho speakers.
Cniversalist Church of tho United
NUPTIALS
States opened here this morning at
the Church of the Redeemer. Move
thun three hundred delegates, repre- ARIZONA
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
senting every state in tho union, are
MARRIES FORMER ALBUQUERin attendance, and among them are
QUE GIRL AT WINSLOW.
many men of national prominence.
The convention is the national governing body of the church, and many
W. P. Geary, of Wlnslow, district
important questions of church pol"'y aitonuy of Navajo cuuuty, wag mar-rie- d
and government will come up for conin that city eariy yesterday uior-inn- g
sideration. The day sessions will be
to Miss Leila llucitiiiiau, by Kev.
devoted to tho transaction of business, T. M. Connelly. The ceremony was
while the evenings will bo reserved private, the young people stealing a
for gatherings In which matters of march on their liicmU and leaving
more general interest will bo discus- Immediately afterwards fur AlbuquerNext que on train No. S, arriving here last
sed by prominent speakers.
Sunday a mass meeting will be held evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Geary are on their honat the auditorium, to which members
of all the churches vill bo Invited. eymoon trip and after spending a few
Two days of tho convention will be days In the tnetropo.is will leave for
given up to tho Women's Centenary a trip to California, returning via
association, the women's missionary Portland, Salt Lake and Denver. Hiss
body of tho church, which will hoid ItiKi.anaa was a former Aibuquerqutt
Its convention
simultaneously
with gui and has a host of friends in this
general
the
church
convention. city, while the groom is one of the
Among the prominent men in attend- best known attorneys of uoilhein Ariance are Governor W. I. Douglas, .Dr. zona and also quite well known iu this
Prank O. Hall, Dr. Kiederlck Parkins, cay. Today tiey were kept busy reDr. James F. Albion of Portland, Me.; ceiving tho congratulations of their
Dr. Frederick W. Hamilton of liostou, friends who called at the Alvarado tu
ee them.
and many others.
MONUMENT
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MAN WHO LIVES ONLY

Daily and Weekly By

DOLLAR YEARLY

WAR, HE
GROUND
OWNS
AND HAS GOOD FISHING.
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EUROPEAN COPPERS

PRUSSIA.
Near Mirror Lnke, Sank county,
Wis., in a log cabin, In which a man
has lived for forty yours on $10 a
year, says a Halt on. Wis., dispatch to
George Skintin- - New York World.
ner Is his name, and he seems perfectly contented.
The old man Is a Civil War veteran.
o
rf1;ial lpe.r of
the end
CHin) When he was discharged atenough
to
of the war he had money
...... .1
"iiociatnd Prrn Aftfrnoon Dlsfiatct-Mpurchnse an acre i b.whuu nn" ItiA
Urget City and County Circulate,
shores of picturesque Mirror Lake.
The Larinvt New
In this acre of ground he planted
nkr Circulation.
largVst Northern Arijona CirruLitic
vegetation and fruit trees. Close to
the house there crows a thick cluster
of blackberry hushes, and in the gar
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
den behind it there are long rows of
$.".(
pailjr by mail, one year In ailvam-strawberries. Over the fence that sep
"ily by miii. m e month
r.
nrntca the vnrd from the road are
(Weekly by n.ail, one year
2
wild roses. Here the veteran makes
homo.
his
pally by Carrier, 00c per montl How
ilnm he live?
.
dav he takes his fishing rod
Tn Evnino Oitizfn will be delivered in th. on,i
Hnwn tn Mirror Lake. That
irnn
Hy at the low rate of 20 rents per week, or I Or 6.
barrel. The fish that he
pork
Is
his
(Santa per month, when md monthly.
draws out of those waters supply his
dinner, likewise his breakfast.
fcdYertlsing Rates Hade Jnown on Appllcaliui
The vegetables and meal made from
corn grown in his garden complete his
"
BuhacriSers will confer a favor by notifying u,
Mot.
v.ir his lake fishing, Skinner
- immediately on any non delivery of
the paper.
has built himself a boat, which Is as
lie
In
order that
uninue as himself.
JS.U letters and remittances should be
addressed t. may fish and propel his boat at the
T
rmitKN It m.isHiN.s Company. Drnft.
same time he hns Invented an extra
sthecks. postnftire and express money order
ordinary contrivance.
nuat be made payable to the order of th
At the stern of the boat he has a
Company.
naddle like that of a river steamboat
This is turned by means of a chain
oust tiliphonii
rnnninc on cogs and attached to
Automatic m.i.
Boll
crank that the old man turns with
This Prussian subu
Conner is
(ine hand as he trolls with the other, not reciting "1 tic Curftban
w Shall Not
From this strange craft, nicknamed King Tonight."
He Is telling folks
"the flying machine," by the people
few things tiat the burgomaster
BOY HAS
of Melton, Skinner does his angling.
wants to know.
Skinner lives during the winter as
well as the summer. From the over
GERMANY.
abundance of one season he saves
enough to meet the necessities of the
other. During the summer months he
fishes continuously. He catches on an
average one 'hundred fish a day, most
Child of Eight is in City ly small ones. Ten of these suffice
for his two simple meals.
The other ninety are carefully cleanHospital Slowly Reed and stoied away in great barrels
of brine kept in the cellar of his cabin.
When he has enough barrels or nsn
Health.
stored away to last him through the
winter, he stops fishing, as he thinks
it is a sin to kill any creature, even
HEART BEATS TOO
FAST tish, except for food.
From his garden he cans his vegetables and berries. Everything that
he needs is supplied from "nature's
Muscle Was Wearing Itself pork barrel."

PROFESSIONAL

mull.

Bernard 8. Rodey.

r
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Ira M. Bond.
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Washington,

Mock.

E. W. Dobson.
,
Office
Albu jerque. N. If

WITH AMPLE MEANS

Crom- -

AND UNSURPA8SED

THE

BANK

OF

Bulte 16, N. T.
building, Albuquerque. N. M.

COMMERCE

,
rooms
Albtiquernue, N.

V.

N.

EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
11 c w
ACCOUNTS,
CAPITA! $150,000.00

Walling-ford-

,

Barnett building,
Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

VA

ALBUQUERQUE.

M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON

D. F. MACROLLING,

Civil engineering,
surveying and
Mumileil tin this wav this Russian drafting. 209 Railroad avenue.
policeman is one who would hanllv
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
think that an anarchist bomb could
'v'!r matter htm. Hut his attire is
A. L. Morgan.
(luu to Ul' la''' tnnt Hussi.in winters
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
are very fierce as are also Russian AND
HU1LDER
Eatlmatea cheerfully
bombs.
furnlahed; Job work aollcted. Automatic
phone 724; shop 911 North Second street,
Albuquerque, N. M.
FRANCE.

AND

avs.iMiio

r

F. W. Spencer and V. O.

FACILtH

OF

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS

ARCHITECTS.

J.

wm. Mcintosh

C. BALDRIDGE

DEPOSITORY

P.iH..t.

LUNA.

Johnson, Assist. Cas'iier;

solomon ihma

AR NOT
tunvt
O. E. CROMWELL

A. M. BLACKWELL

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA FE RAILWAY

--

FIRST NATIONAL

PHYSICIANS.

t

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

C. H. Csnner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
All
diseases
successfully
treated.
Offllce
Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays by appointment.
VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
Veterinary surgeon and dentist.
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scientific methods. OVfece at Trimble's
stables. Old 'phone, 3; auto., 122.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

Officers and Directors,
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
nRAVSJmni
H. F.

V Ice

'pTesldlnt

Cuhiw

.AsVlstant Cashier
Director

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00'

Santa Fe Railway Company
I

ing.
DAY AND

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad avenue.

The State National Bank
OF ALBUQUERQUE

ASSAYERS.
CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, 8anta Fe, N. M.

. II" (I, llf.l-l- l l
, Ul I3CI llll,
!f
a
imyressive lnaivitiuai is tne
"
smart looking, well attired official.
That militaiy helmet of his, however, Parisian gendarme. Anyliody might
would cause him no end of trouble suppose that he could say effectively:
with American boys. l ne u a.SK mm "Two Is a Connie Ihruo
o
on sieht. "Where's the parade going
four on a corner Is not allowed."
to be?"
I

O. N. MARRON,

President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

What's the use of a helper if V
' he Isn't willing? Willingness is
an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the sins of serv- ice.
But a classified advertise- - 4
ment In The Evening Citizen Is a V
willing helper that Is not only "
absoultely competent, but also Is V
a willing worker.
It works all
the time for you. It is the best
and most economical publicity in
9 the world.
9

HUNGARY.
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o
ii Heating

Co.

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room
and supplies.
Storer Gasoline Engines.
fix-tur-

Auto. 'Phone. 671.

412 W. Railroad Ave.

o o o o o

0
0

o
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"OLD RELIABLE"

'PhoneTm.

Colo.

O

O

O

ESTABLISHED

O

0

0
0

1878

a. PUTNEY
WHOLESALE GROCER
L.

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest,

PUBLICATION.

(H. E. NO. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe. N. M., Sept.

: lir

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

of-

25.

1905.

vv"'

?

en-at-

There isn t nun h to say n!out the.
The gentleman" fiom
Budapest
.... ...
(le ia (H)Ks, for1 all
;!.(.
world as if he had
the
is
pvoiiatily
ir.uizia ot xetiM-elie
gazing toward the Bridge oi Sigh's''"'''" hetowed with variegated gar- and wondering how much longer he metits after receiving an 'ojien key'
will nave to stand on bis canal beat, to Chicago.

BUkT ALV0RD (JUV

SUPERINTENDENTS;i

i

ARIZONA OUTLAW RELEASED AT
Huffalo. N. Y., Oct. ill. The conn,!
YUMA AND GOES TO LOS AN- - ci! of School Superintendents of the
siale of New- York opened its 2.'id
GELES.
anual nicciing in the Aldcrmanic
Afier serving a term of two years ( iKUKl.er ,,! !!,,. ,.i,y
ast evening.
.........
... .... ...u,
"
ui.V'
i
Burt.
1"
Alvoiil has been n leased and is
ted to attend.
he session was
now s:ud to be in 1., s Alleles. His ''ailed to order by the president, din-,n I. ,m ns uie
i no
iii e in oei s were
in ins ioiik
.n.iiM
welcomed, and Miss Julia Richman
confinement.
Alvurd was found guiliy or the "f New York City, the Rev. (). 1'. uncharge f robl.ing the Cnitcd States' fnrl and Superintendent Henry P.
I'.evions to ttrn he was tried erson (,f Buffalo, delivered "address- on t he charge u! com;, hcjry in he rob-- ' eshe principal luisini ess meeting;
neiy ot a train near Cm hise, Ariz., in ""0
timi of officers was
held
nioniin-- '.
In
the afternoon
"'' a acquitted, and his
rest on the ciiarue of r.hliini; the "'e memi.. rs will lu taken on an au
mails lniineiliaiely followed.
through the parks and
While tomobile
residential port inns of the city. Tocouilliet
the jail at Tombstone,
morrow
and several oihers. including
evening the members of the
Billy Si lies, planned a jail delivery, council w i,
quests of the
lt)
Tea, hers' association at the
Women
which wa ;
carrii .1 out.
Six inoiiihs aferward, how. vi r, Al- Chapter lion.-,- , in Johnson l'ark. This
vurd' su: rendered.
afternoon the visiting members were?
shown thrciii li the Albright Art (Jal-- I
-

1

.

Em-mail-

j

111

n.

Postoifice Appointments.
Coiiniy--- .
newly
ZicgU-rpostmasolliic. i).

and the i'iHjj,. liluary, where
special exhibits ot interest
schoolmen have been pupated.

eiai

sev- -

Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of Ms claim, and that said
proof will
be made before the
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N.
M., on November 4, looa., viz.:
Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
range 6 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jacobo Valencia, of Chilill, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Chilill, N. V.; Alejan
Iro Bonquillo, of Chilill, N. M.; Adam
- npez,
or Chilli, N. M.
'
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
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HAVE HIT THE

WE

MARK

With our new rates'
on residence
lighting.
See the Light Man
FOURTH

AND

GOLD

AVE.
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ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA

THE

FORTY-SEVENT-

H

FE, N.

M.

YEAR BEGINS

SEPT. 4, '05

KILL the COUCH
THE

and

CURE

LUNGS

Or. King's
How Discovery

BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT

WITH

I

""''

0

OCOOCOC)OOOCXXXDCOOOOOOOOO

Faith Not Necessary.
You may be Just as skeptical and pes
simistic as yu please. Kodol will
digest what you eat whether you eat
or not.
ou can put your rood in a
i.owl. pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure on it and It will digest it the
same as it will In your stomach. It
can't help but cure Indigestion and
It la curing hundreds and
thousands some had faith and some
didn't. Kodol will cure you If medl- cine can cure you, whether you have
taith In It or not. Sold by all druggists.

to
fONSUMPTIOM
Pries
ter.
OUCHS and
60c & $1.00
Stops earache in two minutes, tooth,
Allen, Chav.v County L. W. Cray,
Krc
Trial.
;olds
vice Rebecca II. Mortenstein.
ache or pain of burn or scald In five
Ziini. McKinliy County Edward J. minutes; hoarseness, one hour; mus- - J) Surest unit lime est Cure for all
Davis, vice Andrew Vanderwagen.
cicacite, two hours; sore throat, twelve ,L THROAT und LUKO TROUB- noura nr. nomas Kclectrlc Uil, mo- - J l.!): crTIONSX BACK.
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
yam.
r.
.
"aw HMCTar--

..

ALBUQUERUE. N. M.

Don-acian- o

NEW YORK SCHOOL

Uf FtMItNllARY;

Pratt, (i.ani

FOR

0

D. A. McPHERSON. Vice President
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

The Standard Plumbing

A A

Full of Tragic Meanlna
are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
Casey, Ia. Think what might have re
sulted from his terrible cough If 'ne
had not taken the medicine about
whiri he writes:
"I had a fearful
cough, which disturbed my night's
rest. I tried everything, but notaing
would relieve it, until I took Dr
King's New Discovery for Consump
tion, Coughs and Colds, which completely cured me.' Instantly relieves
and permanently cures all throat and
lung diseases;
prevents grip and
pneumonia. At all druggists; guaranteed; 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.

.$100,000.00
.$250,000.00

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the
establishment
or our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we
should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.--
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ITALY.

CAPITAL I.
DEPOSITS

WILLING HELPERS

two-third-

.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

41

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

lArmljo

,

head-quurlci- s

4

N.

John H. Stingier

t

Sep-evi--

stroet.

.

well

THE ROSWELL CREAMERY

e

V

ATTOHNKY-AT-LAW-

ON

well-brewe-

Kit

u.

Pe alons, lands,
patent, eoprliihti, cavlata), letter pat- enta, trade marka, claims.
R. W, D. Bryan.
ATTOHNEY-AT-UAlbuquerque,
N. M. Office, Fir,,
atlnnal Bank build- -

.t.iaafc

i

,

ATTUK.NEY-AT-LAW-

gaining

-

r

$100,000

office

U-- nv'l
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HOW IT BENEFITS FINANCIALLY
Excessive coffee drinking, city hosAND OTHERWISE, ITS PROPftlE-TORS- ,
say,
Is the cause of
pital physicians
AND THE DENIZENS OF
little Johnnie Murphy's heart disease.
TOWN AND COUNTRY.
Although only 8 years old, he has one
or the worst cases of heart lesion that
The Advocate feels justified to say
has ever come to the institution.
no institution yet established in
that
When he entered the hospital the the Pecos Valley will biirtg quicker
child's heart was beating ltiO to the or more telling results to the farmers
minute, just twice the normal rate (or of the Pecos valley than the creamery
a child of his age. For one month recently put In operation at Roswell.
be has had no coffee and his heart
We say so because It creates a deaction has been reduced to 100 beats mand, right now, for every pound of
a minute.
grain and roughness grown in the valFor two years the child has 'been ley. This is a
mat may uot be
drinking from nine to twMve cups of generally known.fact
every
strong coffee
day. He began to
H. P. Hobson, manager of the creamcomplain of pains, as if needles were ery, spent Wednesday here, and was
sticking In his heart, and for a year shown over the country by Mayor John
has slept scarcely three hours a RIchey, interviewing the farmers and
night, and then only when sitting urging more of them to send cream to
propped up In a chair beside an open the creamery.
He was greatly surwindow.
prised at the thousands of acres ot
Johnnie did not care for things to feed stuffs grown around Artesia this
eat; coffee was all the food he craved, year and told the farmeis of a way
and exceot when cake or candy was to dispose of every particle of it. The
given him, he took no other nourish- creamery Is now putting up about 5tni
ment. As be was sick and not expert- - liniinrin nf butter a. rlav. when ls pa.
ed to recover he was given all the paclty is 2.000 pounds. All It lacks is
coffee he desired, until a physician . ream, and to
this navina Induce- saw him and advised that he be sent nients are offered. Ttu. creamery will
to the city hospital.
furnish reliable parties with cows on
Heart Was Overworked.
credit, if necessary, and a separator
Every beat of the child's heart on the same terms, and agree to take
could be plainly seen. To one inex- every pound of butter fat at an averperienced in medicine, it would Beem age price of 25c per pound the year
s
that the heart extended over
round. Farmers In the valley are now
of the chest region, and that making about ?7 per month fr
ri each
the pulsation is of a heavy, prolonged cow. Cream fan be shipped to
l
character, quite different from the
on 'be morning train, the
sharp, quick beat of the normal heart.
coii.pany nuvmg given a very
The boy is small for his age, and low rate and returns empty cans Xtee.
efforts of physicians have been to Many farmers around Portiles are
Build up his strength. His treatment
making as high as $100 per month
has been largely tonics and heart
off of milk alone. The
eround
medicines, such as strophan- Artesia can do even fvwers
better, for the
tus or digitalis.
reason that feed Is more p'.eiuiful aiid
As the heart, like other muscles,
have alfalfa pastures the year
can stand only a given amount of all
work, hospital internes estimate that round.
A
estimate shows that our
the sixty beats a minute he is now be- feed careful
will bring a 'nv. value,
ing saved by his abstinence from cof- when stuffs
fed to good cows, as follows:
fee, will prolong his life ten or twelve
Alfalfa, $12; Kaffir corn, $3 to $3;
years.
sugar beets $4 to $ti per ton. Kaffir
The heart of a man who dies at 70
ground, and fed with roughness,
years has beaten HOO.Ooo.OOo times, corn
$1 to $1.5(1 per
and the
and if the normal beat was 72, little beauty of it is thathundred,
Johnny .Murphy was living twice as of all he can raise. a man can dispose
fast as any normal person. When he The Advocate sincerely hopes thai
first entered the hospital, physicians many farmers In the Artesia country
freely prophesied that he could live
hold of the prosposition and
only a few weeks. Under the treat will take
a home demand for feed stufls.
ment and total abstinence from coffee!
he has so improved that his chances BAPTISTS WILL BUILD
for a long life are considered good if
CHURCH AT ROSWELL.
the heart lesion and degeneration alThe Baptists of Roswell have plans
ready set up can be healed.
made for the luiililiiip of a $20.(10(1
'Ho is a son of John Murphy, of lit; church, and they hone to beirin work
omiiu rouneeiun street. jirs. .Mur- - within the cominn winter months
phy told the physicians I'hnt none or says the Record, if the Mibsctiptkms
her other children had showed signs come fast enonah the work will be
or heart disease nor had they a ma: k- - started this f '11, ami this is what i c
ed fondness for coffee. St. Louis Post more hopetul expect.
Dispatch.
In building a jfjuonu church tlic bapLiterally thousands of people suffer tists will slop ahead ci" the times a
more or less from heart weakness little, for that sum will put up a buildca.ised by coffee, and with some, even ing far ahead of any! hitig the t.iwn
one cup a day will bring on heart has at present. A luii.iino church
trouble.
usually goes with a town of 12,0iki or
The heart that has been only slight- 15,(1(10 people, and thus the Baptist
ly attacked by coffee will protest and people are show ing an aMding
faith in
make its weak condition known under Roswell and its future. ,As one of
fcliKlit exertion, and it is plainly a dan- them said, they are deserving of the
gerous condition to get into. It is a
agement and assistance of the
curious fact that coffee does pot al- w hole city.
ways attack the heart, but goes after
the stomach, liver and bowels of NEW MAN AT ROSWELL
Mime and leaves the hea:t alone.
INVESTIGATING LAND FRAUD.
F. C. Dezendorf, of Washington, D.
It is plainly classed as an active
toxic and its work shows somewhere ('.. has arrived in Roswell and will be
on most users. It is ea.-- y to rib one s hire indefinitely
looking after
self of the habit by using
or reporting
of investigation
Pom uiu Coffee. The change in symp-totn- government land frauds, says the Recis known in a day or two as a ord. Mr. Dezendorf has chaige of the
rule, and that change
the leual part of the business and will go
user to a certainty that coffi e was the "ver New Mexico and Arizona. Mis
destroyer.
headquarters are in Santa Fe. Mi
lt is useless to wain some people, has been in the territory since
when it is easv In unit ami l.
when 1... u:k ii mi.i m ..,1 ti
w en again, so they peg along, tiii-and take the place of George K. Wilson.
miseiai.Je, charging their ails to who formerly had charge of the legal
food," "east wind," "heredity,"
and part of this work and made his
what not, until tome day the stroke
at l.us Vegas, and was recomes when abused nature reaches move
by
the-government on the
the limit. It's easy to be well if one charge of accepting a bribe. Mr. Wilcares for the Joy or health. One ot son claimed that he took the money
the plain, euie, well built and well to secure positive evidence against
kept highways, with sign board on the bribe-giverMe has since gone to
each side, is the Pus turn route.
Oregon to answer to a charge of land
There's a reason.
fraud brought against him there.

Capital and Surplus

tory and before the United States lard
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"COFFEE HEART"

ADVOCATE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEV MEXICO

Albuquerque.
ATTORNEY" T-LAW.
N. M. Prompt attention Riven to all
biiNlneM pertalnlnn to the profenalon.
of the terri
Will practice In ai) court

SMALL

ARTES1A

Montezuma Trust Co.

T

LAWYER8.

V

Drank a Dozen
Cups a Day.

4

Orltcej hour
No. 36 KMilrond avenue
a. m. to 2:) p. m.; 1:30 p. tn. to I
Appointments made
p. rn. Telephone 462.

.

Out

or

24,

:JO

liflt-nulill-

1905.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Out of the city until October
later.
tomuna J. Alger, D. D. S,

tr

19,

CARDS

DENTISTS.

RUSSIA.

nmila as second clasa matter.

THURSDAY, OCT.

T

A.

HA

EN

Plans to Get Rich
IV.
YD
downs, due to dyspepsia or constipa-- t
CONTRACTOR AND Hl'lI.DER.
tion. llrace up and take Ilr. King's
New Life Pills. They take out thej
Office and Factory
materials that are clogging your en-- j
ergles, and give you a new start. Cure
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
headache and dizziness, too. At all
Albuquerque, N. M.
drug stores; 25c, guaiatiteed.
are often rrustrated by sudden break- - Phones, Auto. 108; Colo.. Black 265.

'

J
THURSDAY, OCT.

19,
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ALBUQUERQUE'S RAPID GROWTH
New Houses Now Under

Twenty-Nin- e

PAGE THREE.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
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Fhst National Bank

0
0
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Course of Construction

0

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, .AUGUST 25, 1005
AND

TWENTY-SEVE-

0

LOTS SOLD IN THE EASTERN ADDITION

N

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts,

Highlands, Since October 1st.
The

oldest-timer-

are publicly

s

as-

serting that during their twenty year
stay

In

the

they

vestment

The Surety

company has sold

e

lots in the Eastern addition since and Just high

enough to guarantee

PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES
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this world, th'

poor-house-

have

s

t'

be near so big.

Piesldent McCurdy says a life insurance company is a philanthropic
institution, with charity its aim. And
we all know where charity begins, eh
"John D. Rockefeller advised us to
cultivate higher things," remarked the
poor but honest farmer.
"Well, what about it?"
"I think I'll follow his advice and
plant corn instead of clover in that
piece of bottom land."
John W. Gates has become a legal
resident of New York. A lot of cities
can stop worrying now.
Won't Go Where People Wish.
FOR SALE
Wallace Brown has
one of the best automobiles that ever
run on four wheels, 'but he wants to
sell It and buy a larger car to take
people where they wish to go. Geneva (O.) Free Press.

THE 250TH ANNIVERSARY

JEWS IN AMERICA

There is to be much observance of
the 250th anniversary of the settlement of the Jews In the United States.
The anniversary occurs In this year
and the celebration are to take place
on the Saturday and Sunday before
Day, and some on
Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving' Day, in various cities
of the country. The Jewish churches
and the social, benevolent and literto
ary organizations are to
make the anniversary memorable.
centuries
In the two and one-hal- f
hat have elapsed since the first body
of Jews settled upon this continent
the pioneers of the race have been
followed by multitudes of their creed
eeeking and finding religious liberty
end freedom of existence. The Jews
waxed prosperous and influential on
this soil, and have made a record for
citizensnip that is unblemished and
lias demonstrated to the world, not
without decided effect, that the Jew,
If given a square deal, is a bulwark of
civilization.
Here are some statistics:
The Jewish population of the world
is estimated at only ll.OiiO.Oun.
Europe 8,7St,-12It is divided thus:
Asia 312.410, Africa 3S2,4:S2, America 1.574,022, Australia 17,4oti.
New York City appears to "nave the
greatest Jewish population of any city
in the world, C72,77t.
Next conies Lodz (Poland) and Vienna, 150,000 each.
London has 13S.8t;o, which Is but
2.1 per cent of the total population.
Berditschev, Hussia, is almost exclusively Jewish, its 47,0'iO Jews forming 87.52 per cent of the population.
Philadelphia has 75,000 Jews; Chicago G0.00O, nearly as many as Paris.
Madrid is credited with only 300
Jews; Dublin with only 2,7im).
Jerusalem has 41,0o0 Jews, about
8 per cent of the population.
But mere figures do not convey
any idea of the influence of the Jews,
since the importance of the work
they have done and are doing In the
world is out of all proportion to their

and Sir Arthur Sullivan. The theater
has largely attracted the genius of the
Jew and the greatest are Judith,
Rachel and Sarah Bernhardt. Among
diamatists are Alfred Sutro and David
Belasco, Ludwig Fulda and D'Ennery.
In America the theater Is largely in
the hands of Jewish managers.
The list of famous Jewish writers
Zangwlll, George
includes
Israel
Brandes, the Danish critic; Lbmbroso,
Catulle Mendes, the
the Italian;
French novelist and critic; Jean de
Blosh, the Russian writer on war;
Max Nordau, the late M. Blowitz, and
many others. Sir F. C. Palgrave, the
historian, was a Jew, as was Baron
Reuter, and as is Jos. Pulitzer, the
proprietor of the New York World.
Josef Israels, the Dutch painter, was
a Jew; Rosa Ikmheur was a Jewess.
There have been many well known
Jewish chess players, of whom Steinitz
is perhaps the most xfanious name.
Lord Herschell had ono Jewish parent.
As for America, no community is
without one or more Jews of more
than local fame.

RIO GRANDE YALLEY
FOR PEAR PRODUCTS

1,310,015.50

285,039.28

,

0
0
0
0

1663.015.50

Total,

$2,955,958.49

0

$2,955,958.49

0

Depository of the

sOne Cent Per Word

If it wuzn't fer th' bores

bound for.

JL fcc y H y

OF THE

Deposits,

Total,

T
p.

Mac?

I'll

33.509.09

-

Railway System

A. T. & S. F.

0

Evening Citizen Wants!

From Josh Wise.

wouldn't

Xl

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,099.09

$1,191,220.39

0

Sellers, Manager.

In

iff b

63,222.60

MOST ANYTHING

OF LATE HENRY

-

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

Cash and Exchange,

the installment plan of $10 down and
the balance In payments of $1 per
week.

-

LIABILITIES
Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

Call at the office of the Surety InNearly every owner Is figuring on
vestment company, owners, for printed
the improvement of his holdings.
plat. Office, 110 South Second street.
level,
feet,
50x142
These lots are

In-

twenty-nin-

month, and report good sewerage. The prices range from
houses now under $100 to $150 and 200 per lot, sold on

plated.

have never before seen euch activity
in real estate sales.

the
new

course of construction la that addition alone, with many more contem-

vicinity of the present

thriving city of Albuquerque,

the first of
twenty-seve- n

0

for Each Insertion

totarc proper
.

Ad

clasRHIcatlot lis for this celamii mast be la the office before J e'cloct
phoned receive the tame careful ittcatioa thai Uflvca leads breaght te alike.

SOUVENIR POSTAL, CARDS World
wide.
Send 10c for card and plan.
Co
Proxy Exchange Club, Ulngham-ton- , on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
N. Y.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and ar high
WANTED Clean rags. inquire at as $200.00. Loans aie quickly made
The Citizen office.
private.
One
Time:
and strictly
WANTED
rhree painters, highest month to one year given. Goods re- 0
wagea.
C. A. Hurtaon.
main in your possession. Our rates
Girl U) assist with cook- - are reasonable. Call and tee us be- o
WANTED
lng and housework. 315 South Third fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
street.
iioy for delivery; 18 or Steamship tickets to and from all
WANTED
parts of the world.
20 years of age. Apply at Highland
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Grocery
315 West Railroad Ave.
WANTED Plain sewing; childrens'
PRIVATE OFFICES.
clothing a specialty. No. 619 West
Open Evenings.
Railroad avenue.
A
WANTED
woman for general
MERCHAN r" TAILORING
Apply
Housework.
to Mrs. Dr.
IJenrce, 717 West Railroad avenue.
A boy about 17 or 18 years UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
WANTED
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
of age, to work in billiard hall. In
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
quire at 115 West Railroad avenue
WANTED
Ladles to bring their hair
My merchant tailoring shop Is
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. AU
over No. 20U West Railroad avekinds done to order. 113 Iron ave- nue, where I solicit the patronage of
nue
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' exWAN TED
Gentlemen second-banclothing. No. 615 South First street, perience in the business. Suits made
south of viaduct. Sendddress and to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. repaired. The specific I use will not
Ladles' garments
I want a good local agent ; Injure the cloth.
WANTED
in every city in New Mexico and also cleaned and walking skirts made
Arizona for the famous Bllckensder-fe- r to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
Typewriter.
Write for terms
and agency contract. F. J. Houston,
Wards of Pneumonia.
general agent for New Mexico and All coughs,
colds and pulmonary comArizona. Albuquerque, N. M.
plaints that are curable are quickly
FOR RENT
cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
FOR RENT Rooms wilhTboardT3l? Clears the phlegm, draws out Inflammation, and heals and soothes the afSouth Third street.
strengthens the lungs,
FOR RENT Lovely furnished room, fected parts,pneumonia.
Harmless and
off
and fine board, at 506 South Arno wards
pleasant to take. Sold by all drugstreet.
gists.
Furnished room;
FOR RENT
preferred. 213 West Mar
A Selling of Opera Coats.
quette avenue.
Greatest bargains ever offered In
FOR RENT Pleasant furnished rooms afternoon and evening coats, at tha
suitable for husband and wife. 1023 Golden Rule Dry Goods company. Sea
window display.
East Copper avenue.
o
Two furnished rooms
FOR RENT
T
for light housekeeping. Inquire at If you Do Youto Want Strength
want
increase your strength
300 North Broadway.
you must add to and not take from the
FOR RENT Six room, modern house, physical. In other words, the fooa
close In, to be let from November 1. that you eat must be digested, asslm
Apply to F. F. Trotter.
Hated and appropriated by the nerves
FOR RENT
Nice room, everything blood and tissues before, being ex
new and pleasant. 415 North Sec- pelled from the intestines. Kodol Dy
ond street.
spepsia Cure adds to the physical. It
FOR RENT One nicely furnished gives strength to and builds up
305 North strength In the human system. It Is
front room; modern.
pleasant to the taste and palatable
Edith street.
FOTl RENT Neatly furnished rooms; and the only food combination of
that will digest the food and
gentlemen preferred. No. 619 West
enable the system to appropriate all of
Railroad avenue.
strength-givinqualiFOR RE."S'T Two elegant rooms, suit- its health and
able for man and wife. 415 North ties. Sold by all druggists.
Iloa:d If preferred. CALL FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
BONDS.
housekeeping. Large and airy. Corcounty
The
commissioners of the
ner of Sixth street and Railroad
county of Hernalillo, In the territory
avenue.
FOIt RENT Two very desirable rooms of New Mexico, in the exercise of the
by law, hereby give nowith ele ctric lights, for light house- option given funding
bonds dated July
keeping. M s. II. E. Rutherford, tice that the
corner of Broadway and Iron ave- 1, lb'J5, issued in two series, known
as A and li, respectively, consisting
nue.
of 102 bonds of $r00 each, numbered
f'a7fc"
P)U RENT
Apartments in
1
102 both Inclusive, of series A,
eight
rooms
each; andto 13!! bonds
View terrace,
$100 each, numbered
throughout?
II. 1 to 139, both ofInclusive, of series P,
modern equipment
II. Tiltnn, room 19. Grant block.
which are payable at the option of
FOIt RENT Nicely furnished flats said commissioners ten years after
and rooms for housekeeping. Also
the date thereof, must be presented
flat with piano. Apply Mrs. for payment at the Chemical National
E. K. Norris, east end of viaduct, bank in the city of New York, or at
cor. Iron ave. ind John st.
the office of N. W. Harris & company,
FOU RENT Two large store rooms, In the city of Chicago, 111., on or be- q
warehouse and twelve living rooms, fore the 15th day of November, 1905,
suitable for hotel inirposes, with and that Interest thereon will cease
large yard in
and all neces- after said date.
sary outhouses. Eveiythlng new and
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD,
modern. Mrs. Krault, corner of
Chairman.
jO
P.roadway and Marquette avenue.
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
FOR 6ALE
Don't Borrow Trouble.
FOir" S A LTV--- e n 1 e s i d d eor driving
It is a bad habit to borrow anything,
ho: sp. Address, A. D. Johnson.
but the worst thing you can possibly A
borrow, Is trouble. When sick, sore,
comGood
restaurant,
SALE
FOR
by the
plete or partly furnished. Cheap, If heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
sold at once. 120 West Sllvfer ave- paing and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious
ness, liright'a disease, and similar In- Q
nue.
tel nal disorders, don't sit down and
I
PAY
THE HIGHEST CASH brood over your symptoms, but fly for
FOR
YOUR
PRICE
RAILROAD relief to Electric Bitters.
Here you Q
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU will find sure and permanent forget A
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSO- fulness of all your troubles, and your
CIATION
TICKET OFFICE,
114 body will not be burdened by a load of
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
debt disease. At all druggists. Price
due. Guaianteed.
A Pleasure to All.
No Pill la as pleasant and positive as
Most diFfigurlng skin eruptions, 0
DeWitt's Little Early Risers. These scrofula, pimples, rashes, etc., are due
Famous Little Pills are so mild and to Impure blood. Burdock Blood Biteffective that childnn, delicate ladles ters is a cleansing blood tonic. Makes 0
and weak people enjoy their cleansing you clear-eyed- ,
effect, while strong people say they
are the best liver pills sold. Sold by
0
Call at 110 West Gold avenue for
all drugglms.
embroldeiy materials of all kln8.
o
CHIPS FRESH EV- Orders takes for hand made Christ- - 0
SARATOGA
ui as gifts. Stamping done.
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

Money

Loan

The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous

I

.

up-stal-

s,

d

-

Southwestern Brewery

& Ice Co.

A HOME INDUSTRY.

Auto. Phone, No. 92.

Colo. Phone, Black, No. 93.

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all Dart
of the World.
,,.4
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and SanU
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific rail- Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst, Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYNO,
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. Ajrt.
Traveling FrL and Pui. Art
GENERAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M.

0

0

aAaT AalaU

gen-tlema- n

til
Checking His Trunk.
President Ramsey says he's going to
keep on fighting. Yes, and that's
what old John U Sullivan said, too.
"I am sorely perplexed," said the
man who had been elected to the

United States senate.
"What's the trouble?"
asked his
faithful friend.
"I don't know whether to accept
the office or continue to lecture before tho Chautauqua assemblies," he
replied.
It was plain that the man was not
of such stuff as United States senators ate made. If be had been he
would have grabbed both.

don't know how anybody else
feels about it," remarked the bill poster,
"but as for me, 1 agree with PresC. O. Coffin of this city has been
ident Roosevelt. I believe in the big
awarded a. bronze medal on the ex- stick."
hibit of pears which he made at the
Louisiana Purchase exposition in St.
Sumo German newspaper has atl.ouis in 11HJ4. He today received the tacked the United
States army, and.
diploma of award, and the medal, called it as bad as the
Eviyet
which he has not
received from dently that paper never Russian.
saw pictures
the mint, will follow soon.
of Nels Miles and Hen Corbin.
The exhibit consisted of peais
grown on Mr. Coffiu's ranch in tho El
Miss Sta, a Japanese woman, who
Paso valley at Cliut. About l.oou weighed only H5 pounds, threw a man
pounds of Uartletts and other varieties over her head in New York because
were included in the exhibit.
she thought lie was trying to
The medals of award are being with her. Sort of a minnow Sota.fliit
govstruck for the exposition at the
Maybe that New York minister o.hn
ernment mint at Philadelphia, under
special act of congress. Dies have says heaven Is full of apartment
been prepared which exhibit In the nouses is right about it; maybe he is.
highest degree tho engraver's skill. nut, gee, what a lot of vacant suites
The alloy used for the medals was there must be.
Yes, and if he's right, is there anyespecially made for the St. Louis excumbers.
thing in the leases about the children.
position.
OffenIn the world of music are
On
obverse of the medal are
bach, John Braham, Mendelssohn, Sir shown the
two figures, one of which, CoNew Cure for Cancer.
Julius Benedict, Rubenstein, Joachim lumbia, is about to envelop the youthAll surface cancers are now known
ful maiden by her side, typifying to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica
louisiana territory, in the flag of the Salve. Jaa. Walters, of Duffield, Va.,
tars and stripes, receiving her into writes: "I had a cancer on my lip
urn nistn huuu ui Hiaies.
1 lie
umer for years, that seemed Incurable, till
A charming breakfast
figure Is depicted in the act of divest- Busklen's Arnica Salve healed it, and
ing herself of the cloak of France, now it Is perfectly well." Guaranteed
dih
symbolized in the emblem of Napol- cu:e for cuts and burns. 25c at all
eon,
druggibts.
the busy bee.
Grape-Nut- s,
The reverse of the medal show an
architectural tablet, beaiing an inEvery woman wants a fine evening
contains all the necessary
scription giving the grade of the coat, but the price has always been
medal.
too high for the greater majority. Not
food elements in perfect
h;ch Mr. so now, for If you will attend the sale
The diploma of award,
Coifiu ba received, is a composition of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry
coinbination- of three figures, Columbia, France aad Goods company, you will find them
A CtEAR ERAIN AND
the messenger, who with winged feet pi iced within the reach of all. See
is about to depart on his mission of window display.
STEADY NERVES
civilization toward the western sun.
o
j
El Paso Herald.
Subscribe for The evening Citisen.
"I
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NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
3 PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

BUILDING

SHERMAN-WILLIA-

noc.

Albuquerque

PAPER

Always

Plaster, Ume, Carman.

Paint, Olasa, Sash Doors, etc.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

Foundry and

M.

Machine Works J

R. . HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftlnga
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
Ropalra on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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aad Domestic Wine and Cogaac. The coolest and highest grade of
lager served. Finest and test Um ported and Domestic Cigars.
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Citizen Publishing Company

WHO HATE

Fuulished Daily and Weekly
W. 8. STRICKLER
W. T. McCREIGHT
Iliislnpsg Manaser
President
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A MISER'S SAVINGS

Nevertheless, his soul was dwarfed to the littleness
or money. His firnt thought was for money always not
for the fascination of making it on a grand scale in some
great financial game, not for the joy of creating it out of
the earth or sky or sea for the blessing of mankind; but
for the small and evil satisfaction of hugging to himself
all that came to his hands.
He who sacrifices the love and companionship ot
wife and child for the sake of money may amass millions, but pauperizes his soul. He who, for the Bake of
saving, denies himself the riches of sympathy and helpfulness and alienates himself la. spirit from his fellows
is the poorest man in the world. The miser is the mena-es- t
of men, 'for while he lives solely for self he (jets less
s
out of life than any other, man. He has money, but
himself the things that money can buy.' In
making money the end, instead of the means, of life he
narrows his purposes and achievements down to nothingness.
Unfortunately, the dividing line between thrifty saving and miserly meanness is not always sharpiy cut. Hut
the despicable example of one miser, nor a thousand, can
ever shake the firm foundation upon which rest wholesome saving and thrift. The soul of thrift is saving. Most
men who have learned the trick of making millions at a
single deal first learned how to double their pennies. To
the man who would become rich the habit of saving, once
firmly fixed, is his most important capital. To the man
of moderate income who hopes only for assurance of
means to establish his children in the world and to pass
his declining days In comfort the saving habit Is his most
valuable and securest asset.
Happier and wiser and richer Is he who is master ot.
small fortune than he who is slave to a large one. The
interest table never fails, it is the human factor that
falls in such computations, through inability to persist
in wholesome habits of saving. But, after all, the worse
danger is at the other extreme. The saving habit, once
formed, is apt to urow even faster than money at compound interest. Avarice is worse than extravagance.
Happy is he who can keep in the gold, n mean, wanting
little that he has not and having little that he does not
need. He is the really richest and wisest ami happiest
man in the world, and the rarest.
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people abhor a cham, nnd with this abhorrence 1 coulially sympathize. Nothing is more Injurious from every standpoint than a law which Is merely sound
and fury, merely pretense, and not ca
pable or working out tangible results.
hope to see ail the power that 1 think.
It ought to have granted to the govern
ment; but 1 would far rather see only
some of It granted, bat really granted,
than see a pretense of granting all, In
some shape that really amounts to
lothlng.
ns a matter
't must iv iirderptoi.-of rours?, ii at if lul l i
.h
it is to Ik. iixi rcised with wiadoin m.u
n o r
tuition nrd n.
restraint
state commerce commissioner or other
government official who failed to pro-te-

Let him who will, drink to his love.
Or pledge a fiiend in wine;
11 give to thee,
A rousing toast
( enemy of mine!

i

l

own

St

GREAT

WITH
BRITAIN

BY

The young man wants all the late
style kinks, and gets them all when
he comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers a.e some of the
features the young gentleman will
In evidence In his fall suit.

j

Young Men's
Double

Y?ngr-S950t-

i

with "Mine Knemy!"

CONNECTED

Just Right

it

I

How oft when steep ascents I climb
Would I east down my load,
Did not his loyal enmity
My lagging footsteps goad!

JAPAN

I

1;

..

Pour forth your amber liquid; fid
Your glasses to the brim;
Here's to the man whoso heart for me
. Dears naught but hatred grim!

So drink again, your bumpers raise,
And gayly clink with me;
Here's to the man who hates me well-D-

Most young men come here for
clothes. Many of them could not
be induced to go elsewhere. I take
gn at pains In having my young
men's clothes

-

1

sew-RK-

The accumulation of half a million dollars from "a
grammar school principal's salary, ranging from $1,500
to J3.000 a year, Tor fifty years, is a remarkable achievement of Trof. Alphetis Du Bois, of New York. It is an
achievement as mysterious to the ordinary mind as is the
rapid accumulation of mil. ions by some public officials
whose salaries are less than their cost of living.
Three thousand Uo'.lars a year for fifty years aggregates $150,ii00 $1150,000 less than a half million. Yet
reference to the Interest table will show that the feat
which seems so extraordinary, if not Impossible, may be
accomplished very easily. Nothing accumulates faster
than money at compound interest. Ten do.lars saved
every year and Invested at 5 per cent will amount to
years, and $2,000 laid aside from a
$1,000 in thirty-fiv- e
salary of $3,000 and allowed to accumulate for forty
years will grow to about $250,000. Another ten years will
put It very near the half million mark. Du Bois had the
advantage for many years of 7 per cent legal interest.
So the wonder is. not that his modest salary proved
the seed of a big fortune, but that anyone well paid for
Tears should come to old ago with empty hands. Prof.
Du Bois was no mere miserly recluse. He mixed with
men and women and was a good deal of a dandy, fas
tidious to the last. He had some reputation as poet and
musician. In bim many of the finer feelings had some

(Continued from Pago 1.)

Blanche Goodman In Smart Sft

A FIRE. ENGINE
Thorn are only two duties more InipcrntivHy oMIa-torupon any town Kovornniont thnn that of providing
for tho people of the town the best possible protection,
from the danger of damage by fire. The two higher duties are the provision ot sanitary safi'Kiianls and of educational faci.it'.es.
It would seem that at present Albmiueniue needs an
e
improved service in two of these department. The
system needs enlarging and extending. The water
supply needs Increase of quantity and pressure. To meet
the first but one plan Is possible. It is for ttio city to
expend the money necessary to put down sewers, and to
compel property ow ners w make connection therewith.
To meet the second it is proposed to buy a fire
the claim being made that the Increase in number
of "tall buildings" has rendered Inefficient the pressure
and quantity of water supplied by the water company,
and on which the city has hitherto relied. It will doubtless be news to the people of Albuquerque that the city
has recently developed a number of "skyscrapers," and
probably the small boy has been out this afternoon looking for the Fame.
Hut the questions to be asked are two fan the city
'
at present afford the purchase of an engine? Is it absolutely necessary? These questions give rie to some others, such as: If the city has sufficient money for that
purchase, do not the demands of health take precedence
over the demands of property? Would it not be more
advisable to spend the money for sewer extension than
for water pressure? And is It a fact that when the water
company does Its whole duty In the way of pressure and
quantity of water, the city really needs an engine? Manifestly, It would be folly to expend the money for an en- Rine until It has been established whether or not the
present arrangement can be made amply effective.
'
The Citizen has little doubt but that It can be so made
either by the present company or by the city owning Its
,own system of water supply.

MOST

railway is an ev
The completion ot the Seoul-Fusaent of international importance, for it marks a definite
period in the construction of a through line that will connect Funan with the whole of Europe. Tho trip from
Tokio to London will then require but a few hours of sea
travel. The Korean straits and the Btraits of Dover are
the eastern and western sea barriers which separate the
two island empires from the great continent. To think
that only a few miles of track require to be laid before
the stupendous piece of work Is completed Is almost
enough to take one's breath away. A few years ago it
was laughed at as being the dream of a fanatic. Today
it is an accomplished fact. The dreams of yesterlay are
the realities of today.
The formal opening of this branch of the through
line caded for appropriate ceremonies. No other one
thing has done so much to strengthen Japan's hold upon
the peninsula, and the way Japan has pourod money into
Korea to complete it shows how confident she was ot
ultimate victory in this present conflict. Of all known
things capital is the most timid, and the unreservednless
with which money was handed out for this purpose is a
meaHure of Japan's confidence In herself.
For weeks before the opening ceremonies took place
the broad space acquired by the railway for terminal fa
cilities outside the south gate of Seoul was being pre
pared for the occasion. Enormous arches of evergreen
were erected, a score of temporary buildings of various
kinds were put up; the steep hill to the east was laid
out with care, and many forms of curious and beautiful
ornamentation were divised to please and Interest the
guests of the occasion.
In honor of this occasion Prince Fushimi came from
Japan to act as chairman of the opening committee. He
Is a son of Prince Fushimi, who has laetly been travelling
in America. In preparation for his coming the lty went
through a species of spring house cleaning, and all the
main thoroughfares were covered with a thick coat of
red sand.
On the momentous day a large company gathered
about 9 o'clock in the morning. Special trains had been
run from Fusan to Chemulpo, and besides the great number of Japanese and Korean officials there were upward
of fifty Europeans and Americans present: Gathered under a spacious awning the company had not long to wait
before the exercises, began. On the platform.,Prinoe Fushimi for Japan and Prince Euf Yang for Korea occupied
the places of honor. Various addresses were made in
Japanese and in Korean and the prince declared the rail-

AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S
ITARY UNDERWEAR.

J

SAN-
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I
The Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

F.

O.

O.

Bottled In Bond.

114 West Copper Avenue.

"EMPRESS."

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

rendered an Improper service
lilt- - liioi'Ntu .11 nil I'Alii i'L" ol llie
l.
public. When 1 say a square leal I
mean a square deal; "xucltv as much a
pinrt ileal for the rich men :h tor the
poor ii.it;; nut no m rt. Lit eii'ii d:i"d
on his merit,
due him,
what
:it-in I ho jul-$:'''. i; lo his dcseits.
no
!V mole he Is not ontuleit, and !'"
shall not have.

KEEP YOUR HORSE COMFORTABLE!

MELINI & EAKIN

Cold Weather Means

Sole Agents.

e-

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Horse Blankets and Lap Robes

Automatic Phone, 199.

We have them In

FINED FOR PEDDLING

without a license
MEN VIOLATE CITY
WITH DISASTROUS

CX30COCOCXXXXXXXXXXXX)OCOO
O. D1NSDALE

HIGHLAND

LIVER

STABLE

THREE DRUNKS GET
CUSTOMARY FIVE DAYS.
RESULTS

In police-courthis morning two
young men giving their names as John
and Walter Plttman were arraigned
before Judge Crawford on the charge
of peddling without a license. Both
pleaded guilty and were fined $15 and
costs each, which they paid and were
discharged.
Juan Levares, Sesario Quintana and
Ramon ZunI, pleaded guilty to plain
drunk and each were assessed me us
ual' five days and trimmings. They
will devote this time to working on
the streets of the city under Street
Commissioner Martin Tiemey.

all kinds and
LOW
SPECIAL
PRICES
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.
prices.

J. KORBER & CO.
i

Boarding Horses a Specialty
OCXX3COCXDOCOXXX)OCXX)OCXX3

Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

t

'

CXDOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOCO
O. F. PL ATT,

J

HOUSE

The real cleaner and dyer. Ladles' and gentlemen'
fine
clothes a specialty. Portiere,
lace curtain, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street Old 'phone, Red,
9AR.9
Unn. CTE
Aiilnm.ll. Jjlivnv,
VI Ji
"
r..wiiiR.iv
J
--

tXXXXXXXXXXOOOCXDOCXXDOOOOO

and Steam Cleaners

FURNITURE,
IRON

BEDS,

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

BEDDING,

ART SQUARES,

n

UNDER

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

The Albfiqaerqoe Hatters

Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
The guests from Fusan were enthusiastic over the VALLEY FARMERS
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
new
Baldwin engines that are being put on the
ARE PROSPEROUS
Corner of Third street and Gold averoad and over the fact that soon we shall see a nine-hou- r
schedule between Fusan and Seoul. This will be an aver- WILL GO TO ESTANCIA AND WIL nue, In the car.
age of thirty miles an hour, including stops. The roadLARD TO RECEIVE SOME LAMBS
beds t
the culverts and tunne'.s are all of the
Hon. Solomon Luna, of Los Luuas,
most substantial character and do great credit to the conwho spent several days among his
structors. Korean Review.
0. W. Strong's Sons
constituents of the va.ley section of
Valencia county, returned to this city
STRONG BLOCK.
this morning, and will leave tonight
X
for the north, lie will go to Estancla
SOME STORIES WISE
and Willard on the Santa Fo Central,
where he will receive quite a nice
hunch of lambs which he recently purTA
AND SOME OTHERWISE
chased from the sheep raisers of that
vicinity.
In speaking of the valley south of
Superintendents
Fairvlew
and
this city, Mr. Luna said: "While at
Truth Beautifully Told.
1 had occasion to visit sevLos
Luuas,
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
1 he
Jate r. W. Khinelander, president of the
valeral of the smaller towns in
museum of art, once narrated In a New York stu ley, and I found the farmers the
MONUMENTS.
in good
pretty
story about Mr. Gladstone.
dio a
spirits and prosperous, The past seaN.
St., Both Phones.
Second
"A mirfiature painter," he said, "did a little portrait son was a good one, all around, and
of Mrs. Gladstone in her old age. it was a pleasant, tak the small raisers of farm and garden
truck found a ready market, at good
ing little portrait. It pleased Mrs. Gladstone tremendousprices, for everything they raised.
ly.
And, again, many of them are wool
"But one day u young relative of the family, looking growers
M. DRAG0IE
sheep raisers, and they
at the miniature In Mrs. Gladstone's absence, said to Mr. like all ofand
us, have no reason to
Dealers In
Gladstone with a rude chuckle:
of prices obtained the past spring
GENERAL
MERCHANDISE,
very
you
good; but don't
"'Good,
thluk it rather flat for wool and stock, especially sheep. Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
ters the old lady?'
The whole country south of this city
all kinds of Fresh Meat
"Mr. Gladstone laid his hand on the young man's was never better; plenty of water, as- 300 North Broadway, Corner of Washsuring an abundance of grass both In ington Avenue. ALBUQUERTJE.N. M.
shoulder and In his beautiful, mellow voice, he said:
the valley and on the ranges."
"'My lioy. It is the truth beau! ifully told.'"

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

KERS

Time, Labor
and Money

201-21-

com-pail-

No Royal Race Suicide.
There are no signs of race suicide in the British
royal family. Victoria had four sons and five daughters.
King Kdward is the father of six, and the baby born to
the Prince and Princess of Wales the other day makes
an even half dozen for them, five being sons. The other
stems have done as well the Kinpress Frederick eight
The Aztec Index recently mi-- : "Ma'tcrs that con- and her son, ICmperor William, seven; Princess Alice six,
cern the people of a country or a mate or tenitoiy xhould ami one of her daughters, the Kmpres.-- of Kussia, five;
lie submitted to them and receive the approval or dis Prince Alfred and Princess Helena, five each; Princess
approval of the ballot. The olers of New Mexico are Ib atrico, four; Prince Arthur three, and Prince Leopold
ttie ones to decide the joint statehood question, and not a two. The Cumberland and Cambridge branches are equalfew office holders, who represent in tin ir own rinlo b
ly pt olific.
'
Selected.

POWER OF CON CRESS
i

j

than a hundred votes."
No doubt this is true

In theory and most of U.e peoCallant Kans m in Hospital.
ple of New Mexico are anxious that It shall be true in
A sense
f humor and a delicate compliment
was that
fact; but unioitunaiely theory and fact may sepuiate on bf a llolton, Kas., boy wuo was lying In a hospital. The
that veiy point. Here are the facts: New Mexico and pre'ty nurse overheard him exclaim: "Oh, my Lord:"
Arizona consist largely of conquered country, and what Wishing to nbnke him kindly she came to his bedside
was not conquered was bought; o that neither of them and said: "1 think that I heard you call upon
the name
belongs to itself, but both are the property of the natiou of the 1ird.
am one of ILs daughters.
Is there anywhich conquered anil bought them. Then, also, in the thing I can do for you?"
treaty of peace which acknowledged t lie conquest, the futlie looked up into her lovely face and with every
ure of the section was placed entirely In the hands of mark of resp.et and admiration remarked:
-yes, u.,k
congress, the agent and representative of the conquering Him how he would like hie for his
and pi!iehasii4; nation. Congress alone has the disposition of the question, hihI need not a.-- any questions of He Had a Reason,
the people either in New Mexico or Arizona.
"1 seldom walk throimh the down town stre-twith
As congress si parated the country into two territories,
a woman on a cold day," said a Kansas City man recentwithout
the peop'.e anything about it; so con- ly. "Why? I ll tell you. Von see, I know so lnuny peogress can at h r own will and pleasure continue the ex- ple, having lived here all my life, that I
cannot walk
istence of the two tenilories, can make llieui into one a woman but what I have to raise my hat about everywith
ten
territory, can make them into two states with any change feet. I'm very ba d and I catch cold easily.
When with
of boundaries
advisable, can make Hum into one a woman a man lias to raise his hat to both
When
state, or can make either a siaie uud continue the other alone or with a man he raises it only to sexes.women.
the
a territory; and in any of the possible actions, congress Therefore by avoiding walking
with women I have to
has no Iieci
to ask the people of Arizona or of expose my bald head only about half a.-- much as I would
New Mexico anything' about it. Congress can command otherwise ami I am not so
ain to catch cold."
us or she can invite tis at lo r own pleasure. Which she
will do remains to be se n.
Not for Your Uncle.
A well known actor was
l.mg with a friend In
While tlie future is distinctly one of pi nun.-,,.the I'.roadway, New York, one afti ruoon wlieu they were atpresent is not an opportune time for rise in t.tocks, and tract.
by a lino
pipe in a show window.
theerfpre not an opportune time for stock Bumbling, be- Going iiiM.le, they Meerschaum
asked the puce and were told $5J.
cause (1) values have been too high; Vi) money prom- "Vou need not show it to ine,"
walking
ises to be too dear, and (3) tariff and railroad agitation out. After a minute he remarked to the actor,
friend:
his
"What!
are too unsettling to permit any bull campaign.
Two weeks' alimony for a pipe'.' Well, I guess not."
1

aing

'
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M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

corruptly

;

Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use ot
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, weetet,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

WHISKE Y

way open.,
120-to-

J?i!-3'f5-

The Clothier and Furnisher.

riil'-o.o- l

TWO YOUNG
ORDINANCE

WjbH

M. MANDELL

that vas In the right
against any clamor, no matt?r how vio
lent, on the part ni the nubile, v ould
a wrmt as if li"
ie gull'y of Hi
u

Q

$7.50 to $20.00
$20,00

The young man that lias never
been here for clothes will do well
to come.

1

RAIL

1905.

Young Men's
Suits

IN NORTH CAROLINA

IS

19,

5PEf.CH

PREilDtNH

CITIZEN

THURSDAY, OCT.

The saving of time means comfort
The saving of tabor means ess. The
saving of money means eeonomy. All
savings can best be attained by
the
Installing a

n

AMBULANCE
be too For Moving the Sick or Injured.
Prompt Serive Day or Niglit
if all his goods
'
O. W. STRONG'S SONS
were like Schilling's Best and
Colo. Thone. 75.
Automatic, 147
backed by the maker as they
are.
At
Moneyback.
House

The grocer would

ill

L PENINSULAR

RANGE

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You ars most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

Prices

In

Plain Figures $30 and Up

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205 Gold Are.

Elks'Qpera

window display of the llio
Mills at tho Globe
ramie Woolen
store, then ask for those $3.50 wa.k-In-

fee the

Ci

THURSDAY,
OCTOBER . .

g

Fklrts.

If you haven't

the time to exercise

Dean's ltegu'.ets will preThey induce 'a
vent constipation.
mild, easy, healthful
action of the
bowels wit hunt griping.
Ask your
druunist for them. 25 cents.
Itching piles provoke profanity, but
I loan's
profanity won't cure them.
ointtmiit cures itching, bleeding or
proiribliiu piles after years of suffering. At any drug store.
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
gas rauuu.
n
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SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'8.

EV- -

J9d

Fine Stationery

JOHN F. STOWE'S

Big

Scenic

Production'

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Ten

lis

irti

o
Special sale of fine Hath Tlobe
Blankets, just the thing for your winChoice, 12 each. See
ter Path
TALENTED ARTISTS
(
window
display at the Golden Rule Li
Pry Goodd company.
PROF. EO. HAYWORTH'S
Celebrated
The I.a.!."r,' Aid society of tho Lead
Avenue M. : church will give a seven-cen- t BAND andOROHESTRA
pro'.T.
Ive tea. Thursday afternoon, October 1!, at the home of Mrs.
CAR LOAD OF SPECIAL
or,
W. II. St.
., fcio We at Railroad
SCENERY and

l

EFFECTS

"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere
better cook with safe eaa.

O. A. MATSON & CO.

Seats on sale

at Matson's Tuesday,

October

17.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

The St. Elmo

Finest

wbisUu

Wlnss.Brandlss.Ets,

JOSEPH I3ARNETT, Prop.

120 West Raflroa

Areove

SAMPLB 'AND

ClJB

ROOMS

I

1

THURSDAY
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FEDERAL BUILDING

CONGRESSMAN ADAMS SAYS

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

IN SESSION TODAY

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Congressman Minor Says Ap- Sixth Annual Conclave Elects
Country is Undeveloped and Population is Small. propriation Will be Made
Officers For Ensuing
For it at Next Session.
Spokesman Admits That Three of Party
Year.

Have Arizona Mining Interests.

THE

SITE

IS

ALREADY

FIVE.

GRAND COMMANDERY

FOR ALBUQUERQUE

TERRITORIES SHOULD WAIT

,PAO

FOR THE

PAID

QXJKI3N

Seasonable Styles

Autumn style of "Queen Quality" Shoe
exhibit.
Special
feature
throughout. New designs, new heel, new edge effects, have been added
nd the assortment now present an unusually complete range of style
from which to make a selection. Patent Leather, for dress and semi'
dress. Gunmetal and Kid for general wear, In Blucher, Button and
Lace designs, are all represented; perfect In fit, luxuriously comfortable
and economically priced.

OFFICERS1

GRAND CHAPTER

QUALITY SHOES

stenographer to take down but few of
"Albuquerque Is to have a handsome
The program of the Masons today,
his answers.
I.i answer to the question
as to federal building and that before many was tlie sixth annual concave of the
months, 'jou have a wonuerful Amer Grand Commandery, Knights Templar,
wheilitr cr not several of the
accompanying him were not lean city and deserve a government of New Mexico. At 9:0 o'clock an
GO
inii.i .ed In minlnx in Fouthern Ari- building. The site has been selected, escort of the entire comman lei y call- zona, .dr. Adams said that lie tNmeht purchased and paid for and all that is ed at the Alvarado for Grand Coinnecessary Is for congress to appro- - mandvr E. A. Cahoon, of Roswell, who
that threa of them were, but In ans..
to another question asking If these ,.iiui. a sum sumcieut to erect a was (inhered by this auspicious body
... ;
'
'
e a creun to jour oi sir imgnis to tne a,uin on
congressmen increased their holdlnes
North
Third
The
street.
remainder
i
t
while on this trip, he said he did not1
ke Congressman E. S. Mi- - of the forenoon was taken up with
"s
,i
fVy did
H
''"nsin, chairman of the the work of the organization, and the
""':'
ion do von think it will i,e llor- 01
was consumed with routine
ben:,
the territories will be given' uuue auieii. .illlllllLiee UI1 puuiic UU11U- afternoon
and
.amis this morning. Mr. work and the election and installation
statehood siugly. If the joint bill Is niK.s
,
A very fine assortment
Minor war: .aken In charge Immediateof officers.
of House 8hoes for cold
not pressed at the next session?" was ly
(.'ounimn-derupon thj arrival of the congresslon- wear.
weather
meeting
The
Grand
of
the
answered by Mr. Adams In this way:
will close this evening with a
"Why, Just as soon as you ran do- - j'
V'VLY V m88
,
FOR THE BABY
FOP CHILDREN'S WEAR
p0.!t0?- - smoker tendered by Pilgrim t'omman-der;ho
,hlm. V?
vclop your wonderful resources."
No. 3, the local lodge, to the
tice, where he had a talk with Post
"At what population do you thluk master
Very
neat
Red Felt
Felt
Juliets, Black
Juliet;
W. Hopkins and took a look Grand Commandery and ail visiting
the territories will be permitted to at the It.
Fur Trimmed; very neat.
Knights.
present
Sir
quarters
of
the
color,
Red,
trimmed
with
come into the Union?"
Sizes 5 to 8, for $1 per
The Grand Chapter, Hoyal Arch MaWhite Fur; size 1 to 5,
This question, Mr. Adams said that
pair. Sizes ZY2 to 11, for
"I
find the Albuquerque postofflce sons, which met yesterday, elided last
he could nut answer, and he admitted does "an enormous amount of busi- night by a well planned sinokcr given
for only 60c per pair.
$1.15 per pair.
that he did not know what the policy ness," continued Congressman Minor. by the local organization.
f
of the eastern statesmen was In the "The annual receipts of
The new officers of the Grand Chapthe office are
statehood matter.
in the neighborhood of $37,000, of ter as elected and appointed yesterIn answer to a question asking if which 6u per cent is turned into the day are as follows:
an effort was made in the Fifty-eightpostofflce department.
Grand high prleBt, Arthur Everitt,
This is a recongress to pass a bill prohibiting markable showing and reflects
great of Albuquerque.
gambling and the sale of liquor In credit upon your postmaster, Mr. HopDeputy grand high priest. C. D.
New Mexico and Arizona, Mr. Adams kins, who has made an excellent rec- Stevens, of Raton.
In Navy Blue and NatIn Brown and Black.
said:
ord as a government official.
Grand king, J. G. Fitch, of Socora very
Grey;
ural
In
all
Fur Trimmed,
"I recollect that the bill which came
"The site for the building is a very ro.
pretty and nobby house
from the senate provided that there desirable one, located as It Is opposite
Grand scribe, C. D. Boucher, of Las
per
hoe,
$1.25
In
pair.
sizes, at
all sizes, at
should be prohibition in Oklahoma, the Commercial club and practically Vegas.
$1.50 per pair.
Arizona and New Mexico."
in the heart of the city. It has been
A. J. Maloy of Altreasurer,
Grand
This is Mr. Adams' second term in' paid for and it has always been the buquerque.
congress.
policy of the government
to erect
Grand secretary, A. A. Keen, of AlThey Were Imaginary Interview.
buildings whenever a site has been buquerque,
Of the six senators quoted by the selected and paid for and I shall cerGrand lecturer, J. II. Wroth, of AlPhoenix Gazette, every interview fa tainly urge that a suitable appropriabuquerque.
voring single statehood for Arizona tion be made at the next session of
Grand chaplain, K, S. Stover, of Aland New Mexico and promising it congress for a federal building for buquerque.
within a few years, not one recog- Albuquerque.
Grand captain of the host, J. J. Kelbearing their
nized the interview
"The city certainly deserves such ly, of Silver City.
name when shown a clipping from a building, in order to accommodate
Principal sojourner, Frank llenning,
The Gazette this morning.
the large number of federal officials of Raton.
Royal arch captain, J. W. Donovan,
When shown an article from the Ga located here. The receipts of the ofzette bearing his name, Congressman fice, more than anything show the of Raton.
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V 1
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with gas tbe humane way.
' The srp:i.il train bearing Congressman James A. Tawney. or J.in.esotn.
nil a party of nine other congressmen, who liave been on a tour of Arizona an guests of liree mining Interests of southern Arizona, arrived at
he local station at 10 o'clock this
morning and remained until 11:30. A
"committee from the local jrdnt statehood Icaguo was at the tialion to
greet them.
On the arrival of the train the occupants made a dash for harber shops,
telegraph offices and curio stores. It
s
was only during the last thirty
of the stc.i that the local committee fou:i I It:; p; vices needed. On
their visit to Albuquerque last week
the congressmen had become-- quiff
well acquainted with trie dowu town
portion of the city, and they knew
just where they could find what was
wanted, whether it was a shave or a
blanket.
Congressman Tawncy was found In
a barrier shop and that Rentliuiau continued to observe the same discreet
silenoo that s
maintained during
the, whole of the trip. So guarded lias
Mr. Tawney been In his speech while
on this trip that even the Imaginative
Arizona press has been unable to obtain from him bo much as a thread of
thought upon which to find an excuse
for an Interview. And this morning
Mr. Tawney continued to remain silent, but he did say, however, that
Mr. Adams, of Wisconsin, would speak
for the whole party.
I
Congressman Adama Says, Walt.
Congressman H. C, Adams, of Wisconsin, was found at the Benham Indian Trading company's store, half
1uried under a pile of Navajo blankets and Pima Indian baskets, from
which he was making selections for
an Indian room he has at his home
at Madison, Wis. Mr. Adams made
numerous speeches in southern Arizona and he, apparently, was In good
training for the following Interview:
"Speaking for the entire party, we
have been delightfully and greatly instructed by this trip. We were surprised by several things: first, by the
Immense mineral wealth of Arizona,
which Is in process of rapid development; by the very general distribution of that wealth, and by the character of the Arizona citiesand mining
towns. Instead of mining camps, we
found what might be called mining
cities,, with all the if lprrtvements of
modern cities, with a very general
respect for law among the people, and
a very efficient administration of law.
'We have been greatly pleased with the
enterprise and intelligence which the
Inhabitants
of Arizona exhibit In
the attention wnlch they have paid to
the building up of their public school
system. The public schools of Arizona would be a credit to any eastern
Btate. W observed, also, a consider
tle number of valleys, some of them
of vast extent, some of them partially
cultivated,'
number of them capable
of being made productive by Irrigation works, which are now either In
process of erection or are contemplat-
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that, when down
at Farmlngton. we are falling
over ourselves to get to the depot
with our goods and feel flattered when Lj
2
Li
.h33
the 1. & R. O. takes them off our
hands at 43c per 1"0 pounds to
thlrty-iH'l tiftva anffnrorl n Ol HI ht'iflirifr tnkttig 'nnrarflf
less than fifty nilles away a
' mnmc nf
little more than 18 cents per ton per for roTmilKtt(in.
Wk nnttft
Rfi'l nt th cin ut fiii
mile. And we are tickled all over at Wok Ihpy (IhI ri"l r pertr
'ftflrHTPt
line Tin' At All.
tMitlr'lyMr"l ami
our recently acquired advantages, by t)VA tin wotiit. r '" r n.iM.rtfi! mn
Krder, Napoleon, j 10
tiw mat
which we have "got In touch with the fel
world," while Denver Is kicking about
Best For
little things like rates Farmlngton
The Dowels
Enterprise.
a showing as

Railroad Topics
A fiieman on the
road was describing recently his grief
with a prairie engine on a mountain
road. He went out on her as a pusher
up the big hills to Divide. When he
got back the master mechanic asked
him if she steamed all right. "Steam
!" the fireman, replied, "if you
worked'her to the limit she might
heat enough water for a barber shop,
if they din't run a bath tub."

Mr. 'Penman, who Is one of the

190S.

Reliability

WEST nAILROAD AVENUE
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THIRD STREETS
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Knit Goods

APPLE VARIETIES
FOR PECOi VALLEY

RICH MAN WHO WILL
ALWAYS PAY HIS WAY.
Reginald C. Van;larbllt, a member
of the family that owns thousands of
miles of railroads, has one peculiar
hobby, that of paying his way on all
railroads, even Including the New
York Onttal lines. In which he. Is so
much Interested. Mr. Vanderbllt could
have his private car carried free by
any road la the country upon merely

19,

The Store of

t

.

bus-

iit?

I

vision.

Midland Valley

yr.

o

not begin to meet the supply and a
good many of the roads In the west
are hard put Just now to find laborers
to do the work that has been planned.
Officials of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Ke say that last week they were
short 2"o ialMireia on the eastern division and 1"" on tcir western di-

Thnt the AtctiiRon, Topeka & Santa
Fe railroad company la to Income an
active competitor for the business In
Iliilan Territory there can he no doubt.
The company owns valuable oil lands
In the territory, and It Intends to develop these lands as well as to got Its
share of the business that Is developing In the territory.

RDfin

THURSDAY, OCT.

Editor Record: It was with much
Interest that I read In Saturday's Kec-oian article by Mr. Hagerman, on
apple culture in the Pecos Valley, and
1 w ish to add to what he has already
said. Amongst the best apples, not
mentioned by Mr. Hngerman, to plant
In this valley, are the Red Romanite,
Yellow Newtown Pippin, Northwest
Greening and White Winter Pear-main- .
These' varieties are all highly
flavored and lo.y? keepers, and the
best exortlng apples we have, especially for the German market. The
Yellow Newtown Pippin leads all the
other varieties on the Ixmdon market,
usually bringing, ten dollars per barrel.
The Yellow Newtown Pippin can only
be successfully grown in a few places
In the United states, tne largest or
chards being in Virginia and Oregon,
and most of the crop is exported to
Ixndon.
Put a few trees of this variety have
been planted in the Pecos valley, but
enough to demonstrat ethat they can
be successfully grown here, and when
the orchardist finds out their merits
they will be more extensively planted.
After selecting the soil for planting
as pointed out by Mr. Hagerman, the
next most important thing to consider
is the oualltv of the tree to plant. If
the orchardist wishes the best results
he should not plant anything but a
first class tree. Here is where the
farmer too often falls, by not prop
erly selecting the trees he wishes to
plant, too often buying trees because
be thinks they are cheap and not con
slderlng the results to be obtained
Respectfully,
E. C. MINTON.
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ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

We have Just received a large shipment of Knit Good, which
were bought many month
go long-- " before the rise In the
wool market, and will sell them at correspondingly low price. For Instance:
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,

Bfcffs'
Bfcies Jackets,
Babies' Bootees,

0

$2.00

to 25c

1.25 to 65c
45c to 25c

Children's Skirts, $1.00 to 35c
Ladies' Skirts,
2.50 to 40c
Shawl Fascinators, 2.00 to 25c

0

SPORTING...

goods, and compare qualities and price with those offered by
requesting such a courtesy from the
It will cot you nothing to examine the
0
0
general manager.
tore."
other
At present. Mr. Vanderbllt Is In
Ivoulsvine, where he has seme horses
oq exhibition. His secretary. C. J.
Ross, has been arranging for the
transportation of the private car. Mr.
Prohalily nn eleven in the country
Vanderbllt hjred this car from he
this season has equalled the numlicr
Pullman company, paying for It 550
a day.
He also pays for eighteen
of trick plays sprung by Hates In the
game with Harvard. The play was on
first class fares to every road over
open style ati Hates continually had
SALE IS NOW IN PROGRESS. EVERY THIRTEENTH PURCHASE ABSOLUTELY FREE.
which he travels with his car, and
Immigration and industiial depart- will not accept Its free transportation
four men ark of the line and conments of all the big western trunk though It has been offered him.
stantly sprung some new double pass
on the crimson players.
lines report a marked change In the
character of foreigners coming Into LAY OFF IS ONLY
After making matches with Harry
ABOUT AS USUAL.
the west and northwest for permanent
Mike Ward, Young Erne and
Iewis.
settlement. Where three or four years
several others. none of which came to
Concerning the big reduction In the
go the immigrants arilvlng were of number of employes In the various
a head, Young Corbett is now enthe lowest peasant classes of Europe, Bhops of the Missouri Pacific, Gen
gaged to fight Young Erne In Philadel
and noorlv provided with funds, a eral Manager Sullivan of that road
phia the latter pait of this month.
mgner grane or iarniers are
It looks as thought the fight would
makes the explanation that many of
now ana me, a.e umr, bu(,,ui-really take place, in spite of Young
employes who have been laid off
money.
Corbett'8 queer actions of late. Erne's
at De Soto, Fort Scott and Osawa- fine showing against Attell makes him
big
to
will
be
tomie
the
transferred
So far as the Atchison, Topeka & new shops of the company at Sedalia.
a formidable factor In six round
Santa Fe Is concerned, the hand car la But he denies that the temporary disfast going out of business, and In Its missals, or lay offs, are larger than
FOOT BALL TERM.
stead reigns a neat little car pro- usual at this time of year.
pelled by a gasoline motor. No more
company employs a large force
The
does the roadmaster go around on his of men in the shops irom April 1st to
tour of inspection with four stalwart October 1st, as during that period the
sons of toil pumping away at the locomotives and cars are repaired Tor
)
YER not
handle bars. In place of the old fam- steady servlcethroughout the entire
iliar grind of the rachet chain comes season. This year s repairing Is com- NATIONAL TOBACCO MEN
MEET IN KENTUCKY.
the miff of a little motor which a pleted, and Mr. Sullivan says that the
man can nearly carry around in his force Is being reduced to the customOwenslioro. Kv.. Oct. IS. the an
pocket.
nual convention of the National To
ary extent.
bacco Growers' association opened its
If you are too fat it Is because your food
turn to fat instead of muscle strength.
GOOD CHANCE TO SEE
session yesterday, anil the states of
AGAINST IT
UP
Shortest and quickest Una frem
If you are too lean the fat producing foode
EVERYTHING AROUND.
IN HANDLING CROPS. Kentucky, Virgina, Tennessee, North
digeatedand
properly
Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colonot
8anta
you
eat
are
that
are
represented
Wisconsin
and
over
Carolina
sightseeing
A special
service
Officials In the freight and transassimilated.
rado Springs, and all Colorado points.
the San Bernardino valley traction portation departments of the Atchi- by delegates. The convection will
Lean, thin, tring-- people do not hare
lines, taking in Redlands, Colton, son. Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago, continue three days, and will conConnection at Denver and Pueblo with
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
sider and discuss the price for the
Highlands, Urblta Springs, and San Rock Island & Pacific, the Union
aes
all line east and west. Time as quick
Pepsin
and
too
much
people
have
eystenv
of
crop
CO
uniform
a
1905
and
miles,
Bernardino, a distance of
and the Missouri Pacific, the
enough
Pancreatine.
and rates as low as by other lines.
crop
marketing
controlling
and
the
will be inaugurated November 1st.
four big trunk lines traversing Kansas, and the officials of the other big Among the speakers on the progiatu
PULLMAN
DININQ
SLEEPERS,
SANTA FE AGAIN
western roads as well, are Just now are J. A. Everett, Indianapolis; John
Cf
HAS STRUCK OIL. beginning to reap the benefits and W. Gaines, Tennessee; Col. John S
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
Carolina, and
North
An oil gusher was struck by the also the calamities with emphasis on Cunningham,
CARSy.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway calamities of the enormous grain others of equal prominence.
company twenty miles northwest of;croptjf this year.
On
all through trains. No tlieom
"Between Halve."
Never for years has the movement INTERESTING LtGEND
Ardmore, I. T. The strike was made
delays at any station.
all the digestive Juice that are
The Chicago Cubs will train at eontain
at a depth of nine hundred feet. The of grain been so heavy as it is now,
stomach, and in
Laet found in a healthy
OF CLIFF DWELLERS Champaign, 111., next season.
oil shot one hundred feet in the air and the railroad officials are hard put
those proportions necessary to
For Illustrated advertising
matter
year they went to California but the exactly
and It took many hours of hard work to get cars to take care of the ship- enable the stomach and digestive organ
bad
or Information, address or apply to
long,
hard,
and
trip
was
and
too
to get it under control. The Santa Tuents yiat are offered. In many
may
all
food
OF
MOQUIS
EARLY
assimilate
to
HOW
and
digest
TELL
thit
owns thirty-si- x
hundred acres of stances where the roads are able to
weather was encountered in the "Italy be eaten. Kodol it not only a perfect
FEATS, FEARFUL WARS, AND of
America."
land In the oil field and this is the obtain the cars, their supply of loco- digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tie-sOF
SUBSEQUENT
WANDERINGS
S. K. HOOPER G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
In the meantime, Just as many ligafirst big strike, although it has been motives in service are short and many
building tonic as well. Kodol cure
ANCESTORS.
THEIR
drilling for months. The products of loaded cars are on sidings waiting
ments will be torn loose and as many Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach.
A. S. BARNEY,
P. A.t Santa Fe, New Mex.
'for locomotives to come along and
the fields will be piped to Ardmore,
Capt. John Moss, a La Plata county bones fractured as though President Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
take them on their way.
pioneer, relates the following legend Roosevelt had never suggested elim- Constipation. You will like it
RAILROAD OFFERS POWER
of the cliff dwellers, as obtained by inating rough play In foot ball.
All doubt that Hank O'Day is to Digests
TO FARMERS ON LINE. SUIT BETWEEN TWO
him from the head men of a Moqui
RAILROAD COMPANIES,
pueblo, which he visited 'en route manage the St. Ixi!b Cardinals next
The Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley!
Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
Here Is something new; two
season seems dispelled, and he will
trom California.
traction line, operating eight miles of
tiMue and giv firm iSesb.
The whole of I.a Plata county, Colo- probably sign the contract within a
road through Wabash, Ind., roal companies at law against eache
The
has sent to the fanners living along 'her. Such a case was filed Satur-th- rado, Just north of San Juan county, few days.
I " 1 inttn l u LL- DollukoUUfeKUl
ln tne supreme court,
If plans do not go awry "Ducky"
N. M., as It now stands on the maps,
cratorr
line an offer to furnish power to
M auk u tk
HM
I
4i
e0oCXIOMi
The suit was brought first in
rtl, n 0 t
run the machinery on their farms.
was once a land of paradise, densely Holmes, of the Chicago White Sox
Its Inhabitants lived in will manage the Lincoln, Neb., team
and steam engines are used Wyandotte court of common pleas, populated.
For sale by aJl druggists.
extensively, but corn shelling, food where the Kansas City Northwestern peace and liarmony with the world, ln the Western League next season.
cutting and other work is done-- by uei1 ne Chicago Great Western to as known to them. They knew noth- Also he w ill put some of his savings
Everywhere recognized as the strongest and most reliable newspaper
PROPOSALS FOR REPAIRS,
fcand and the company proposes to collect 12,955.62, which it was claimed ing of the arts' of war, and their lands Into the Lincoln franchise, blooming ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, MOVING
in the most prosperous region of the United States.
magnate.
fledged
on
to
unpaid
be
nd.
a
full
paving produced abundantly.
duo
taie
They were a out as
furnish dynamos and build a line on
BUILDINGS,
ETC. Albuquerque, N.
Is
the
Turk,
city
assessments
Abraham,
a
leavfed ln the
of
eaca side of the track at cost If the
happy and prosperous people, and
M
1905.
Sealed proposals,
to the Indiana foot endorsed "PROPOSALS FOR
will agree to pay a reason- - BaB Clty- Kan- - and Leavenworth. The lived In the love and fear of their
gave
big
but
fast,
courts
Tor
Judgment
IT8 UNEXCELLED NEWS SERVICE embraces the continuous report
and
able sum per yw for the current. ioer
God. But eventually a terrible tremb- ball team. He is
ETC.," and addressed to the
of the Associated Press, with dispatches every hour; the general and
gene: ally favor the project. ,30.52.
ling of the earth occurred. The waters does not understand the points of the undersigned at Albuquerque, N. M..
I
playing
special service of the New York Herald; the Hearst transontlnental
game.
It
seems
hoped
It
to have him
is
that the Chicap, St. Paul disappeared and great mountains ocwill be received at the Indian school
I &
season.
a
leased wire service and special correspondence for THE STAR'S own.
Kansas City had contract with the cupied their places, while old moun- in the latter part of ttje
PHILIPPINE ROAD
Saturday, No2 o'clock p. m
until
representatives ln Washington, D. C.; Jefferson City, Mo.; Topeka,
There is friction at Wisconsin. vember 4, 1905, for furnishing and deNorthwestern for the tains crumbled into dust and new
PAID 15 PER CENT. 'Kan8as
Kas., and Guthrie, Ok., ln addition to the large grist of news that
According to the annual report for use of lts terminal facilities at Kan-th- e water courses appeared. The larger Coach O'Doa, of the crew, is charged livering the materials and labor for
comes dally from several hundred other alert representatives.
toe contract was part of the people were destroped.
with using his Influence to prevent painting 4,609 yards, varnishing 1,251
year 1S04 of the Manila railway as clty- - Part
of the
company, owning the line connecting hat 11 should pay one-hal- f
The remainder, however, continued crew men from playing foot ball, and yards, and kalsomlnlng 4,366 yards of
ITS MARKET REPORTS AND COMMENTS have an authoritative
Manila with Dagupan on the north, taxes- - The Chicago Great Western, their former avocations, made new unless a satisfactory arrangement Is surface, 2,158 square feet of blackvalue that causes them to be telegraphed to all parts of the United
the road paid 15 per cent net profit. lt ,s claimed, acquired the Chicago, homes and again began to prosper reached there bids fair to be a breach board, one
power motor, one
States the moment THE STAR comes from the press. No Western
& Kansas City, and was hence and multiply.
l
They discovered a yel- between the crew and the foot bail
The total receipts were $1.475,0ty, and
transformer, one
man even indirectly Interested lin the value of food products, stocks
the expenditures 1660,724, leaving a llaDle under Its existing contracts,
low metallic substance In many of tne team.
l.ifOO
power
iron
boiler,
of
feet
steam
and securities can afford to be without THE STAR'S dally record of
Usually, the railroad companies set-o- f streams, and a bright white metal In
The death of Yankee Consul at
profit of S14,345. The original cost
sewer pipe, 100 barrels cement,
prices and conditions.
Ky., removed a noted racer and
the road was 15,353,700. It is tIe tnelr differences out of court. But the mountains. Iney began to ijse
20,000 feet lumber, moving and relo-catl-n
ITS SPECIAL FEATURES Include the Chaperon's column, ln which
stated that by American methods of nla seems to be a case where even these metals ln barter and trade with from the track. The animal was val
g three small buildings, etc., etc.,
are answered questions pertaining to beauty aids and social customs
accounting the property would have Tailroad attorneys could not agree
one another. According to the Moqui ued at $100,000, and had a long string as per list and specifications obtainaand affairs, a department for Inquirers on other subjects and a wide
33 per cent on the investment. on a compromise.
tradition and by their method of com of victories to his credit. Pneumonia ble at the school. Bidders must state
range of miscellaneous articles throwing side lights upon the world's
It is thought at the insular depart-- '
puting time., this must have occurred caused death.
specifically In their bids the proposed
Abe Attell, who wa recently beaten price of each article to be offered un
most Interesting people and events these in addition to a vigorous
went that the showing may have an PRIVATE CAR LINES
about six thousand years ago. This
edltorlai page, absolutely Independent, politically, and a Sunday issue
AND STRAWBERRY RATES, conditiou of affairs
important Influence on the bidding
prevailed until by Young Erne, Is seeking another der contract. All articles so offered
C. M. Shartel, the new member of within a thousand yeats ago, when go with him for 15 rounds.
that is fuli of live special matter and human Interest.
next montn by American capitalists
inspection.
rigid
subject
to
will
be
Willie Fitzgerald Is to get a return The rght is reserved to reject any or
fot the right to construct additional congress from southwestern Missouri, they were visited by savage strangers,
:was in Washington, and Is not con,-- whom they treated hospitably. These battle with Eddie Hanlon. Fitzgerald all bids or any part of any bid, if
railways in the Philippines.
THIRTEEN PAPERS EACH WEEK
tent with a general declaration that visits became more frequent and an- recently knocked ont Jack Clifford, deemed for the best Interests of the
lle I with the piesident on the rate noying.
HARRIMAN GETS JOB
The troublesome neighbors the California lightweight, in eight service. Each bid must be accomThe Kansa City Star was the first and Is still the only newspaper
OF HAULING MARINES. 'K'estion, but he admits that he has began to forage upon them, and de- rounds, and showed lip bo well the panied by a certified check or draft
to deliver a complete morning paper, THE KANSAS CITY TIMES, to
Contracts have been awarded to the a selfish interest in the matter, and vastated their farms.
match with Hanlon was Immediately upon some United States depository
Its subscribers, without Increase In the subscription price.
Harriman lines by the navy depart- - om ttlat is Bhared ln by his constitu-men- t
So, to save their lives, they built arranged.
payaor
national bank, made
for the transportation of a large cuts.
j houses high up on the cliffs, where As was to be expected, the best ble solvent
to the order of the Commissioner
are most decidedly In favor of they could store food and hide away team won the world's championship of Indian
number of marines to San Francisco
Affairs, for at least 5 per
from points in the east. These ma- - ,h( regulation of the private car lines," until the invaders should leave. Hut games. It would have been the same cent of the amount of the proposal,
rines a e destined for the Philippines. sai'I Mr. Shartel. "Iwwn in the neigh-I- t one summer the northern nomads had the other fellows carried 'off the said check to be forfeited to the UnitIs expected that an average of 150 borhood of Neosho we have the great-wil- l came with their families and settled long end of the series.
ed States In case any bidder receivHilly Clymer has not signed to man- ing an award shall fail to execute
THE DINING
be moved each month for some '' strawberry country in some ways down, laying siege, as it were.' 1). iven
months to come. Some of the ma- - ln ,,le Vnited States. Last season from their homes and lands, and star- age Columbus next year, but Is stand- promptly a satisfactory contract In acCAR SERVICE
we sent out no less than 150 car loads, ving In their little niches on the rocks, ing around weaiing an expectant look
rlnes will take the pluce of time-ex- with this bid; otherwise to
pired men now ln the islands, but tae a,u' "n one occasion sent a solid they could only steal away at night, in the hope that he may break into cordance
acbe returned to the bidder. Bias
great majority are to make up the '"'"In b ml. The best rate wo could and wander from place to place across one of the big leagues as a manager. companied
by cash ln lieu of certified
At the end of next season, J. Ed. check or draft will not be considered.
increased organization decided upon set from the piivate car lines was the mesas. At the Cristone, or last
per car to the nearest market, battle ground, near
arrange
by the navy department.
Grillo,
of
try
will
to
Toledo,
There aro
of
head
tie
further Information apply, to
From the California Limited
games between For
now !00 marines on duty in Hie is- - i1'0 charge made for icing. Wo
canyon, they halted for rest ana a series of
James K. Allen, superintendent.
Log h'ook
and this number Is to be ln- - covered It cost the company Just 2b to make preparations for crossing the the champions of the American Asso
The Scenic Features, the Mining
lor tnat ice. ami yet we had no way great lake (now the lower portion of ciation and the Eastern League.
creased gradually to 2.O00.
SIMPLE REMEDY FOR CATARRH.
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
to reach it and force a reasonable Montezuma valley
The Chicago Nationals have drafted
and extending
the Manufactories, the Smelting Incharge."
GREAT NORTHERN HAS
south and west into the desert lands Willard Dodge, the star pitcher of the Just Breathe Hyomel Four Timee a
terests,
Mr. Shartel lit lieves that lt is only of Arizona.)
the Choicest Agricultural
SAVED SHIPPERS MILLIONS
Here they erected for- La Crosse team,' which won the pen-an- t
Day
Be
Cured.
and
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
According to the annual report of a question of a short lima un'.l t.h tifications, and watch towers, and
in the Wisconsin league.
almost
Hyomel
performed
has
places,
are all along or reached
tne Great Northern Hallway company, freight rate regulation prop .sitlon tilled the adjoining caves full of rests
Joo Walcott, the colored fighter, and
It Is pecullai that all of ns
miraculous cures of catarrh, and is
most conveniently from the
ui
made public a day or two ago, that
useii into a question of for these human wrens and sparrows Willie Lewis will fight 15 rounds be today
Harvey
compliment
the
should
"by
leading
members
recognized
company has saved to shinnerg bv nuiform charge per ton tier mile lr- - until their boats could be built. When fore the Michigan A. C, at Detroit,
System, and yet wo do. It's a
proiession as iue u
reason of reductions made, on freight respective of the length of haul.
the last of the women and children on Oct. 2S, weigh in 142 pounds at theil, lne nieuicai
habit, and we can't help It I
charges since 1881, the sum of $678,- -'
were embarked and well out to sea ringside. The club euarantees a nurse 'advertised(1 lemedy that 1 can be relied
The
HK3.820.
Ji'st ,,at
ln respect to tne lowering FARMINGTON MAN IS
am really ashamed to say anythe alarm and signal were given from of 3.f,ii0, and the fighters will get 601unon,to
11.00,
costs
Hyomel
complete
of
outfit
of ra,tes, the report says. "These re- - i
FIGURING OKl RATES. one of the watch towers that their per cent of the gross receipts.
thing further, but I can't aba medicine
ln the Reason Just closed Rube Wad-del- l and consists of an inhaler,
Denver man, recently, In figuring foes had pursued and were upon them.
ductions have only heen made nossl- stain. The dining car service
dropper
and a bottle of ' Hyomel.
pitched 35 games and struck out
ble by the growth of the company's out nls kick against freight rates to
Many of the best parts of the state
ror long months the northmen
Broathe Hyomel through the In- on the California Limited Is too
traffic, as kbown bv the Inetease in an from that city, had the following fought and were driven back, but as 2Sii batsmen. He was taken out eight
can be reached by no other railway.
four
time
minutes,
few
for
a
tonnage, hauled one mile each year."
l say:
good to be true.
Are yo'i Interested in Colorado?
often they came again, with renewed tittlt'R n n tt cfmt In twolua llmna lid haler
it win cure me won ca.se:
studying the railroad mays I numbers. At length, however, the be- hit 10 batsmen, gave 90 bases on balls ia.uaThe gro.-- earnings of the Great
Send three cents Jn stamps for our
W.
K.
T.
heals
and
soothes
the
catarrh,
of
t
Northern proper shows by the report fund that the most dangerous com- - siegers were driven away. Hut the and was landed on for 23 base hits.
beautiful Illustrated book, "Picturn
air
of
membrane
the
Bad luck is coming to the Columbia ' mut0U4
esque Colorado," to
for the current year $43,526,088, an petltor, in my line, was Omaha. Tne tradition goes on to say, In evidence
Ion
at
and
irri
effects,
Prevent
increase over the previous year of net thing to do was to find how of the great battle, thai the hollows ...
in bunches. Aside from losing ' n
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas AffL.
,,,.(1. rl rt n an, I lout n7 OlirQ
:1.4ti8.735. or 8XG per cent. Operating lenver fared la this Instance on that of the rocks were filled to the brim inorpe, Carter and Starhurk. Mulr is;"
Denver, Colo,
In Albuquerque the. e are scores of
expenses were $21,441,927, being an everlasting, troublesome question of with the mangfed bodies and blood of on the Injured list, Von Saltza Is limppeople
who
have
been
increase of 4.115 per cent from the freight rates. Here la the result of conquerors and conquered, and that ing about with a badly sprained ankle. well known
cured of catarrh by Hyomel. If lt SANTA FE IS THE WAY
my Investigations:
previous year.
red veins of blood ran down the can- and Davis lias a wrenched kneo.
5 TO $10 8AVED ON EVERY
does not cure you J. H. O'Hielly & Co.,
"Denver to Orln Junction, distance yon. It was a victory such as they
TICKET.
will return the money you pay for Hy2I0 miles; first class,
RAILWAYS COMPLAIN OF
per ton per could not afford to risk anain, and
For All Kinds of Pile.
Is the strongest evidence
mile.
SCARCITY OF LABORERS
RAILROAD
therefore they soon followed their To draw the fire out of s. burn, heal a omel. canThis
TICKET8.
be offered as their faita ln
that
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW.
So much railroad construction work
Omaha to Orln Junction, distance wives and children across the water.
Cut Rate.
etoi, ur 10
wiuiu.it leaving
ri.tile(Jy
PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
ia being done in the central west these 7n0 miles; first class, 5
per ton There In the deserts of Arizona, on bolls, sores, tetter, eczema and cuieip
all:
oays aua so much work is being done per mile.
an isolated, well nigh unapproachable skin and scalp diseases, use DeWltt'
For reduced rates to and from all BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
Opened
114
RAILROAD
WEST
by all the lines in improving their
"Chicago, via Omaha, to Orln
points, go to Paulsen's Association CHEAP.
bluff or mesa, they built new towers, Witch Hazel Salve. A speciric for NEW ROOMING AND
AVENUE.
that t here 1b a g: eat scarcity t'n. 1.200 aiiles, 4M,c iter ton per and their
descendants, the Moquis, blind, bleeding, Itching and protruding
BOARDING HOUSE. Railroad ticket office. Railroad ticket
of laborers. Hoads have their agents ul''e.
live ln them until this day, pteservlng piles. Stops the pain Instantly and
Mce, bought, sold and exchanged.
solicited.
Your patronage
The Pantatorium.
in all the big cities in the country
"Chicago, via Denver, to Orln
more carful!y and purely the history cures permanently. Uet the genuine. clean rooms.
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
See the window display of the Rio
all kind of offurs to the arm- - tlon. '.260 miles; l
per ton per and veneration of their forefathers, Sold by all druggists.
YIROINIA MAESTAS,
the Globe All clothes called for and delivered.
leu of the unemployed that continu- - mile."
t
and to love and fear God, than many
623 South First street. Grande Woolen Mill at $3.50
walk- 208 West Silver avenue. Auto phone
store, then ask tor those
ally flat around a city, but the men
''he Id. a of a man making a row more enlightened nations. Aittec
IVES, THE FLORIST.
fil. O. B. Hoffman, proprietor.
out "troublesome freight ratea," on
these agents are able to gather do
COETZ'8 PICALILLI AT MALOY'S ing skirt.
Freh Cut Flowers.
the state since he has
undertaken the supervision of the conline,
struction of the '
Yes, we are going
took time to say:
service between
to put on a
Uase l,ine and the Santa Fe depot. I
could not tell yon just when that will
be done, but you may say that It will
be soon, very soon. We will put on
another car between those points.'
iest men
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ALLIANCE STRONGER

Manaser Matson for one performance
only after the most arduous persuasion. It has proven a great drawlns
card athe Mr theaters of the east,
and a crowded house Is bound to be
its greeting at the Elks.
In the name of the personnel Is to
be seen the name of MIhs Kuth Lloyd,
who, readers f New York papers will
remember, created no small sensation
Inst summer at a Hudson river bathing establishment.
Miss Lloyd Is an expert swimmer
and has won many Um distance and
speed matches, and created something
of a' sensation last summer by suing
the proprietor of a New York Hudson
river bathing estallinhment for
because he requested her to retire to her dressing room on the
ground that the skirt of her costume
was too abbreviated. The suit never
came to trial, because the proprietor
of the bathing place made a pulillc
apology which was printed In all the
New, York papers at the time.
$5,-on-
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COMING TO ELKS THEATER
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OPERA.STAR

MADAJvIE

and Japan have Just
concluded a r"w treaty to last for ten
years, that makes them i loser nilies
than ever. The new treaty brings
both powers Into the conflict if either
is attacked by one other nation. They
were formerly not committed to interfere until either was attacked by
two powers.
This alliance will be formidable iu
war. It doubles the army eauh has
available, and combines two fleets that
are the envy of the world. Great
Britain's Is the largest In existence,
"with a past history that alone could
earn it ample respect. Japan's, though
comparatively small, has proved its
superiority in the greatest triumph
ever won in modern battles at sea.
The Jap navy is practically English
built and it is mainly trained along
British and American lines.
Here is the summary of the combined fleets: Rattleships 69, armoied

G.eit

Hritalt-

-

cruisers 50, protected cruisers and
scouts y", destroyers 1ST, torpedo
'mats 1!8, total 601.
The strengths of other powers, excluding vessels smaller than cruisers,
are:
France 56. Russia 17, United
States 54. Germany 50.
Japan has 14 battleships, 11 arm17 protected cruisers;
ored c; nisir.-;r,reat Britain 55 battleships, 39 armored cruisers and 80 protected cruisers
and scouts. The combined battleships
and armored cruisers of the two fleets
carry this armament:
40
4(5
198
or
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13.5-inc-

9.2-inc-

h

1

99Q 7

K

fi.lnnli Dim,

s standing army totals
men, and Japan's approximately l.OMi.OOO men, making an army
of a little over 2,000,000 available.
The armies of other nations on a war
Austro-Hungar- y
2,676,-oofooting are:
Krance 3,339,400, German 4.017,-(7Italy 3.292,440, Russia 4,550,000,
Turkey 700,000.

ureal lintain

1,132,523

I
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SOME ITEMS OF INTEREST
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mines. The automobile
Telegraph for Sale.
The old military telegraph line,
which runs from Don Luis to the San.
Bernardino ranch, and which was
built during the Indian troubles in
1S99, will shortly be offered for sale
by the United States government. At
present the line from Douglas to Don
Luis is not in use, but that portion
from Douglas to the San Bernardino
ranch is in use by Mr. Slaughter as a
telephone line. Tombstone
Indians Gathering Dates.
The date trecc at Hanlon's are being picked of their annual crop, whico
is said to be unusually large. The
Indians are cairying them away by
the burro load and no attempt is being made to market them. While of
an unnamed variety, the fruit Is of
excellent quality, and were an attempt
made to sell it there is little doubt
but what It would bring a good figure. For many years' the trees have
borne splendid crops, affording ample
evidence of the future for the date Industry in (his section of the United
States. Yuma Sun.
But They Can't.
The menVers of the congressional
paity who are interested in the Great
Peck mine returned last evening from
a visit to that property and left at
10 a. m. on a special train for the
Grand Canyon. They were pleased
with the progress of work at the
mine and are perfectly satisfied with
the property. Mr. Kasson, who is
xergeant-a- t arms of the national house
of representatives, in speaking of the
trip, said the Bradshaw road, inside
of a few years, would bo the greatest ore carrying railroad in the world.
Regarding statehood, he said: "If we
could give It to you, you would get. it,
for your ought to have it. You have
a wonderful country." Prescott Courier.
Unique Automobile.
One of the unique automobiles In
this country Is owned by V. F. Staunton of the Imperial company. It runs
between Red Rock and Silver. Bell.
It differs from the ordinary automobile, in that it is heavier and runs
only on Ihe rails, its wheels being
fitted with flanges for this purpose.
Yesterday afternoon it met the congressional special at Red Rock and
took some Chicago men up to the
A

I..OOJESKA, SUPPORTED

M

H

Automatic 'phone, 535. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

Ha. ha. if Micro ain't Itiisa

dame He.ene Modjeska , one of the
world's greatest opera stars. Madame
Modjeska is famed for her marvelous
Interpretation of the women created
by Shakespeare
and has for many
years been one of the most popular
operatic stars on the American stage.
The first appearance of Madame
Modjeska this season will be at San
Francisco, and she passed through Albuquerque recently accompanied by a
company of strong artists bound for
the coast to fill this engagement. She
will pass through this city late in
February en route east, and her manager has decided to allow one stop in
the southwest. Manager Matson has
secured the first bid for the attraction
and he is confident that he will be
abie to secure It.
As is known the expense of bringing an attraction of this kind here
is very great, nevertheless It is not
thought for a moment that Albuquerque theater-goer- s
will allow this to
stand In the way, but will come forward and lend Manager Matson their
hearty support.
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want nothing

Wholesale Grocers

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

tended the summer normal at Las
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Vegas two'years ago and two of her
sisters are there attending school this Masonic Building, North Third Street.
year.
MINISTERS WANT NO
LIQUOR

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

B. A. SLEYSTER

REAL,
INSURANCE,
ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.

IN ARIZONA.

The Arizona association of Congregational ministers have adopt ej a resolution uiglng congress to inr. rporate
in the Arizona statehood bill a prohibition against the licensing nf gambling, lotteries, and the sale cf Intoxicating liquors in the state of Arizona,
claiming the protecting of the Arizona
Indians and the citizenship of the
state, as provided In the Oklahoma

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

Room-- 6,

.

Smoke the White
JOE

Lily

Cigar.

0

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

W. Railroad AYenua.
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PROPOSITION

A

PIONEER BAKERY

Vour land, worth $2 an acre, Is, by

the use of one of our Irrigation plants,

made worth $100 pr acre. Write us
for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and
Pumping Machinery." and tell about
your requirements. We can help you.

s

can attain al- PAT CUDAHY'S DAUGHTER
most as great speed as the ordinary
MARRIES AN OHIOAN.
touiing car, and it makes the twenty- Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 19. Miss
mile run from Red Rock to Silver Bell Catherine
Cudahy, daughter of Pat-lic- k
in an hour. Tucson Citizen.
Cudahy, the millionaire packer,
and Thomas Ferending, of Dayton, O.,
Some Arizona Assessments.
were married at St. John's ' cathedral
The price of copper has. recently in- here yesterday.
hundred
Several
creased three cents per pound. This Invited guests were present at the
increase of three cents will Increase wedding, which waaon of the mict
the profits of the Arizona Copper brilliant events of (Re season. Miss
company over last year $S25.00O, and Cudahy's eldest sister was maid of
they have been assessed by the county honor, and (Miss Irene Cudahy, a
board of equalization at f(si,376.
younger Bister, and Miss Marie Fern-edinThe Detroit Copper company's Inacted as bridesmaids.
creased profits will be $495,000, and
their assessment as fixed by the same SENATOR
ANDREWS
board is $484,376.
The Shannon Copper company's inREACHES WASHINGTON
creased prottls will be $330,000; their
assessment, fixed by the same board,
is $163,190.'
According to a dispatch received
Now" don't you sympathize" with from Washington,
Delegate to Conthese poor companies? Another raise gress W. H. Andrews, arrived from
in the price of copper will certainly Albuquerque on last Saturday, and
bankrupt them! Guardian.
is spending the week looking after business In the postoffice departMade Her Dance.
ment, the department of the interior,
A wild and woolly incident occurred including the general land office, the
last week in a saloon, where, as an Indian bureau, the United States geoattraction, a comely young woman logical survey and the reclamation
sings and plays the piano as an accom- service; the department of agriculture, Including the bureau, of forestry.
paniment to her well trained voice.
A dare-devgirl, who was masked,
and accompanied by a male relative, TRADE EXTENSION TRIP
MADE THROUGH OHIO.
entered this resort and proceeded
Newcastle, O., Oct. 18. The party
straight to the piano girl, who was
forty
doing her evening stunt.
of
members of the Wholesale
"Get off that stool and dance," said Merchants' Board of the Chamber of
Commerce of Cleveland, which statted
the d. d. girl.
The command was Ignored. "Do you on a trade extension tour through varhear? Get off that stool and dance," ious sections ,of this state, reached
she repeated, at the same time draw- here yesterday and was warmly weling a gun and firing very close to comed by the citizens. After a brief
stay the party continued on its trip.
the
shoes of the p. g.
The astonished saloon girl obeyed, About twenty cities and towns will be
with alacrity and both feet, and she visited and the party expects to re
danced vigorously and strenuously un- turn to Cleveland Friday evening.
til the other was satisfied.
The cartridge was blank and the TO SPEND ONE MONTH
OVER IN EUROPE.
band played on. Yuma Sentinel.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 19. The Albany
Burgesses corps, numlering one
MISS LLOYD OF "THE IHAPEk-WA- S
men, fully armed and equipped,
PLAINTIFF IN $5,000 SUIT left yesterday on the White Star line
steamer Arabic for Europe, to make
a tour of'one month through England
The first real treat for A'.buquerque and several other European countries.
theater goers the present season will The party will visit Indon, Paris,
be "The Chaperones," which is billed Brussels, Cologne, Berlin, Amsterdam,
at the Elks' opera house for Novem- The Hague and Antwerp, and expects
ber 2. "The Chaperones" company is to arrive in New York one
composed of fifty people, including a from today on the Red Star month
Liner
large chorus, and was secured by Vadeiiand.

Act 11 "Fear not.
bin money:"

208V4

FROM HORSE
AND BADLY INJURED.
Many Las Vegas friends of the
young lady will be sorry to hear that
MIhs Mamie Harrison of Peros, was
thrown from her horse and very seri- All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
ously injured. The young lady atSteam Sausage Factory.
THROWN

d

the appearance of the business section of that town.
During the past few months a number of new business blocks have been PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
' BRUSHES.
under constrtu'tlon in Silver City, and
Leather, Harness,
it begins to appear decidedly
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
A LITTLE GIRL
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
BADLY INJURED. Pelts.
Little Louise Crawford, daughter of K9 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
MrJ and Mrs. C. P. Crawford, met with
a painful accident Sunday afternoon,
Established in 1882
says the Silver City Independent. She
and her small sister returned from a
G.
&
horseback ride, and as they were entering the stable the horse shied, Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
throwing both riders to the ground
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Ira
with considerable force, Louise strikboden's Granite Flour.
ing first the ground and her sister falling upon her. She suffered a broken
arm just above the elbow and it will
be several weeks before the injury is
healed.

Act
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naper!"

"I am Pat Crowe ,the

The

Thos. F. Kclcher

F.

PRATT

PROBABLY THE OLDEST
Hillsboro
NEW MEXICO ATTORNEY.
The oldest attorney in Roswell, if

Creamery

Butter Best
Earth.

on

not
the entiie southwest, says the
Free Delivery,
Record, In active practice, Is James A. Order Solicited.
Poage. who will be 89 years old next
214 South Second Street.
January. Judge Poa-ghas been in
active practice continually since March
20, 1843.
He has never been in any
&
other business or profession than the FIRE INSURANCE; REAL ESTATE,
one he is now following that of an
LOANS
attorney at law. He has held posiphone
Automatic
451.
tions of honor along with his profesRoom 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
sion, and has lived and been a part
and helped to make a greater part of CLARKVILLE
PRODUCE CO
the written history of the southwest,
HAY. GRAIN AND FEED
and especially of Texas.
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
STOCKMEN ORGANIZE
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
FOR BIG ROUND-UP- .
The stockmen of Northern Dona 602 South First Street Both Phones
Ana county and eastern Sierra county
met at Rincon the other day and organized, for the porpose of having evriRE
ery cattleman in that section repreINSURANCE.
sented at a general round-uwhich
Secretary Mutual Building
will begin on November 1, beginning
Office at J. C Raldrldge's
at the Six Mile lake, about six miles
yard.
southeast of Engle.
C. T. Turner was selected as chairTOTI A GRADI
man and N. G. Ixigan, secretary. F.
C. Pierce, foreman for Mr. Turney,
Dealers
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
in
was appointed round-uboss.
RuleB
Grain and Fuel.
regulations
and
governing the roundof Imported Wines, Liquors
up were adopted, and It was the unan- Fine line
and Cigars. Place your order for
imous verdict that the organization
this line with us.
would lead to more thorough work on
NORTH THIRD STREET.
range,
the
and give both the big and
small stockmen an equal chance to
brand and gather in their stray stock. Tiia Fuehr Undertaking Company
ACQUITTED OF BURGLARY,
Successors to EdwaVdi & Fuehr
BUT HELD ON OTHER CHARGES,
307 West Railroad Avenue.
John Carr and Fred Lewis, alias J.
Day or Night
J. Ford, two young men who have been Beth 'Phones.
in jail at Raton, loirax county, since
last April, charged with the burglary
of the Floishiem Mercantile company's
REDUCED PRICES
store at Springer on the nlwht of April On Dental Work. Plates, 18.00;
19, 1905, were tried by a jury In the
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings. $1.00
Fourth Judicial district court for Colup. Teeth extracted without pain,
fax county last week and acquitted.
50c. All guaranteed.
Carr and Lewis were among the prisoners who escaped from the Raton
jail last June, and It Is claimed that
Carr furnished the tools which enabled the pilsoners to dig out. District Attorney J. Leahy has filed an Information against the two men charging them with aiding prisoners to esB. F. COPP, D. D. S.
cape, and although acquitted of the
Room 17, N. T. Armljo Building.
charge of burglary, they are still held
in jail. J. J. Ford claims to he a resident of Santa Fe, and to have relatives who are In business there.
In

RANKIN

1621-163-

CO.

Hendrie

Seventeenth Street,

9

i

City Market

NEAR LAS VEGAS.

VERY LARGE NUGGET
FROM PINOS ALTOS.
George Norton, the Piu s Altos
was In town from tie camp the
Hr.-- t
of the week for the purpose of
nuking a shipment of j;i.M dust, says
the Silver Citl Knterpi i.
Mr. Nor
ton i a heavy dealer in gold dust,
ami the yellow powder fa ins the principal ar:it le of exchange up there at
present. The heavy ram- - of the past
year have washed down he soil from
the s ti rounding nioiint i ;:s into the
Milches, and washing go.. is a favor- Q
ite and profitable occupation of the

You have us once, you'll
call again.
Prices right;
there ain't no gougln'.
By the

a $25

natives there.
Mr. Norton, while in the U', displayed a nugget fully - large as a
good size,!
hen's eg if. which was
washed out of the soil by a Mexican
several weeks ago. Pinos Altos gold
brings about Jit an ounce, and the
natives are. washing out from $ Lotto
to II.Dimi a month. The nugget which
Mr. Norton has is one "t the largest
Act V "I am a very poor man, Mr.
Act IV "Mr. Crowe, you are turn- Act VI "Git out o' lore and dou't ever found In the district, which Is
you
to
como
dare
back."
saying a great deal, Hi s jiiio unusually
lng too much oil. Turn down your Crowe, but I am willing to loan you a
"Good by, Pat.
And remember. It) large nuggets have been discovered in
light. Be more economical."
dollar at 10 per cent."
per ceut!"
the piiios Altos plaeei s.

G. B.

1

5 to Oct. 3

and Cigar Dealers

ll-u-

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm
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WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

dm

WE GRIND OUR

OWN LENSES

For the reason that we can guarantee

all glasses

-

BEBBER

prescribed by us.

OPTICAL CO.

Its

Gold Ave.

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners,

0tXDX2OOOOC
Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on our laundry work? Try it and see how durable it It.
Notice bow long it keeps it finish. We turn out linen, white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

"Red Wagons"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

Two Daily Trains Each Way
VIA

El

Paso and Southwestern System
Rock

Island System
Between

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest
WIDE

Dining

Cars

meals a la carte.

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
THROUGH

.

WITHOUl

CHANGE.

The shortest, quickest and best line between the Great Lakes,
the Mississippi Valley and the Pacific Coast.
(iARNETT KINO.
(!en. Afjt.

$25

V. R. STILES,
Gen. Passenger Agt.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

1

Stopovers allowed In California. For particulars, call
on any agent.
II. S. LttTZ.
. Agent.
J. J. BYRNE.
(5. P. A., Ixia Angeles, Cal.
XXX

Wholesale

WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

Second Class Colonist Rates
Sept.

a-

California

.

The Willfcims Drag Co.

h

iixxnixxiixixxxxixxrxxiix

r

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 1D9. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, AHmquerque. New Mexico.

Standard and Tourist Sleepers.
Chair Cars and Coaches.

Albuquerque Transfer Men

OSK0SOS'

Diamonds

MELINI & EAKIN,

r

Clcnfes Romero, sheriff of San MiJohn W. Abbott, Prop.
guel county, succeeded in arresting
Julian Enciin ros and Nicholas GonOnly thm Suit
zales, wanted for highway robbery,
yesterday morning at a point about
fifteen miles south of Las Vegas, says
Meats, Butter and Eggs
Hie Optic.
He brotmht bis prisoners
back with him atid they a.e now in
109 North Second St.
the county jail awaiting bearing.
HHBMBS&WMivawnnsnvMwn
The two hiuhwaymeti h hi up Juan
Martinez, Tburs lay evening at 7:lio
o'cloek, near the plaee where they
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
were captured, ami rclievi d him of
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSabout $!io in cash and merchandise.
FER STABLES
Information reached th" sheriff as
to where they could be found, and he Hiatscs and Mules bought and exchanged.
iimix diately went after them. They
IJEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
surrendered without a struggle.
Second street, between Railroad and
The men were companions of
Copper avenues.
linnia, who escaped In June
I. mil the Santa Fe end of the Scenic
hkiiway. uf r being sentenced to the
penitentiary for nibbing the Stern &
Nalini store lai winter. They have
Movin
Drayin'
Shippin'
hi in
beiti ecn
si , ral tines
Since his escape.
FREIGHTS

q
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CAPTURED

DENVER, COLORADO

can save you money on Diamonds. When you (r
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable Vvj.'.
ra"
house: that means you buv diamonds rtirht
'
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
Investment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds increase
in vaUie every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and increase
your prestige. You are cordially invited to call and Inspect my
beautiful line of gems at prices jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
what I offer at retail.
ROSENFIELD. The Pawnbroker.
The Man You Can Trust
11S9 Railroad avenue, next door to the St.' Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
I

A. E. WALKER,

HIGHWAYMEN

Bolthoff Mfg. and Snpply Co.

&

0K
000Unredeemed

CO.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

iite.-'han-

--

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

SIMON BALDING. Proprietor.
FOR SILVER CITY.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
The construction of a new business
If the present plans now under way block on Broadway In Silver City, has WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
W desire patronage and w guarby Manager Matson, of Elks' theater, been commenced by George Bell, who
are realized, Albuquerque theater-goerwill erect a handsome, up to date antee first class baking.
will be given a chance to see Ma- building, which will greatly add to 207 S. First Street
Albuquerque.

r
1

& CO.

? TERRITORIAL TOPICS ?
REAL ESTATE DEALERS

BUSINESS BLOCK

FEBRUARY.

I

Act

PAGE SEVEN.

N. PEACH
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STF.ONQ
MAY bill.
COMPANY,
APPEAR IN ALBUQUERQUE IN
BY

"HELD FOR A MILLION OR
BAD LUCK TO THE RICH"

i

EVENING CITIZEN
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WE FILL

ai PRESCRIPTIONS

H.
RIGHT

At Consiitent Prices

NEXT

lv'UlMMO

TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

Gt;zen Want Ads Bring The Best Results
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First, Inst and nil tlio time.
most prominent feature In our shoes.
They have the snap and finish to
make jour feet attract Ivc ami single
you out as being well dressed.
Our shoos are built to fit, sniiR around
the hod, to prevent slipping; close fitting over tho Instep and under the
ankle to properly support and rest the
loot; room enough for the toes to feel'
comfortable. No breaking In required.
Kasy from the start till they are worn

STYLE
FIT

I

2

Quality

the best materials and workmanship go Into our shoes, as without these the best fitting and most
stylish shoe would lose Its shape in
no time. Our shoes wear well and
hold their shape.
Is Invariably the lowest consistent
doing a
with reliability. We
large business on a small margin to
doing a small business on a large
margin of profit.
Our Men's Shoes run from,
$1.65 to $4.00
Our Ladles' Shoes run from,
$1.55 to $4.00
Our Boys' and Girls' Shoes run from,
$1,00 to $2.75

PRICE

r

jfi.-.- l

inother,

Mrs.

Juanlta

A Rousing Special Sale

'I

i

HERE SATURDAY ONLY

.

INAUGURATED TO MAKE OP SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21st

,

The Busiest Saturday

'

SATURDAY from 10 to 12 a. m.; 4 to
and 8 to 10 p. m., Black or Tan Hose,
.'
worth 2 for 25 cents, at

L

F. F. TROTTER
120, South Second St.

ocog

J

a

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good Qualities in every standard

piano.

But

4)

THE GENUINE CHICKERING
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

i

MUSIC
Tin: WIIITSON
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
114
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Sash, Doors,
'
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Lumber,
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

ALL

SATURDAY,

iery,

for

2

23

DAY

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

-

m9000000000 00004K0
0
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ANNOUNCEMENT

,

5)

ft

.

CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY
LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER. MAK-

m

ooi

i'th Sitcnd st

MERCHANTS

DIAMONDS

only Short Order Lunch
Fine Colfct
Room in thcC
a Specialty. ,
r
J Pi
U
I t 0, iBUUIIU 01.

The

bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right We InvlU
you to call and examine the beautiful diamond
goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

LEADING

ETC.
JEWELER

i

I

1

ft

ALL DAY

Boys' school

at

$1,

lul

L0i

50c Pair

Vet our selling prices correspond with those of last year. Compare garments, quality and prices this
year and last, and you'll find In this year's stock better qualities and better workmanship at the
same prices.
THIS MEANS TO YOU A SAVING OF 10 PER CENT IN CLOTHING.
We would like to tell you more about it at the store.
Prices range on
Suits from

IO

M.

C
A

F

We will be glad to show you through the stock.
Prices range on
Overcoats from

$8 to 28

SIMON STERN

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

r
PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY
SoutaFini Street J

North

401-4- 03

FW

Street

GUSSKROFF.SM nrrs

o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o

0

E. J. POST

0

Proprietors

.

CHA3. F. MYERS.

WT

,

to 30

Railroad Avenua Clothier

The

OO.

WM. M'INTOSH.

HARDWARE

AVIIOL.15KAL.U

0
6
0

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up: furnl
ture set up 'and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.

Now is the Time
To get your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Rurners; Mountain Oak and Q eat Western Heaters. The most com.
plete line In the city,
.jj . a '.,!, ,
i

STEIN BLOCH
Sm
Clothes Mi
fa r

SATURDAY,

pants, worth up to

I.- - QC

The keynote to our wonderful clothing business haa always been your money's worth and good value.
This season you'll get the limit In values; you'll get more for your money at this store than ever
before. Because, the price of clothing from the maker has advanced.. We have paid on an average
of 10 per cent more for the stock this year over last,
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ERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

vV'hen

Q

Men's Suits and Overcoats

Or between meals, any time. In
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. This is only one
of the many good things in our
stock of choice cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values:
25o
Don Florlo, 3 for
25c
Don Recardo, 2 for
6o
High Life
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, 5o

0

NOV-EMBE- R

0

Any 25 cent

pair fancy hose

DINNER

AFTER

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHT8 OF XMAS.
BY
1 THE
RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE WILL GIVE
ONE 11x14
PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLATINUM CABINET FOLDER PHOT08.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT

0fnr9Rp

"

ALL DAY

SATURDAY,

WE OFFER THIS SEASON EXTRAORDINARY VALUES IN

n

First and Marquette,

Boys' Hos

cent quality

$hs

Five Pairs of Hose for 25c

AC- 'xJC

ALL DAY Any tie in
the store worth up to $1.00 each
SATURDAY,

SATURDAY, ALL DAY Ribbed Underwear, Brown color, worth S1.5U a
suit, at

'

8--

and

75c

6

j

Nos. 118

wble-awak-

SATURDAY, ALL DAY Any pair of
Overalls in the house, Including Levi
Strauss and Carhart brands, at

'

ljte

powers of this store. A live,
e
store manage-men- t
bargains which showjtls JmpBaihla to undersell this store.

To demonstrate the superior value-givinmakes these bargains possible
Here arcmlya feoMhejiraUie

.

Wilson, agent for the Coninental Oil company 'ill lPw siexicu,rnnsacted business In Santa re yeserday.
Attorney J. K. Griffith, of Socorro,
anion? thp nromineni .musuiis hi i"b
city attending the meeting of the grand
chapter.
The wedding of John Roach and
Mlua Fnnnln Heriiard of I. as Vegas, is
announced to taKo place In that city
on October 28.
There will be a meeting of tho Po
cahontas lodge tonight at 7:30 o'clock,
in the K. of I hall. All members
please be present.
Cattle Inspector Walter O'Brien ar 1'
...... .
c :.
M
TVv., . llV.n...
rived in Albuquerque last night from
to
Mania
a
uays
trip
f e yesieruay,
made
a
spend
few
will
Vegas,
and
Las
Moore
in the city and vicinity attending to where he w nt to take William pleaded
Mooie
to the penitentiary.
official business.
guilty
the recent, term of court to
There will be a special meeting of burglaryat and was sentenced to servo
the W. C. T. U. held at the home or c.a tn.tnin t bia
nn.1 nna
...
vug flair
uuj In
iii.iiwia nuu
ui .1. m.ntKa
Mrs. T. Whitcomb, at the corner or thn nnnltpnliarv
Eighth street and TIJeras'avenue, Sat
Mrs. Charles M. Apple, of Raton, Is
urday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
visiting her brother. E. O. Abraham,
Misa Anna Hase returned to Santa manager for the O'Rtelly drug store.
Fe this morning, after having spent Mrs. Apple Is accompanied by her son
several months In the city with her and is one of the delegates from the
mother and sisters, Mrs. H. Hase and Raton chapter to the grand chapter
daughteis, of 417 West Lead avenue. of the Order of Eastern Star, which
Mr. and Mis. E. E. Johnson are re convenes here tomorrow.
On Monday evening, at the home of1
joicing over the arrival of a bahy
daughter, born last night. Mr. John the bride on South John a street, Mrs.
son is chief engineer for the Albuquer Mollio Thompson and L. WInhoefor
que Gaa, Electric Light & Power com were united In marriage by Rev. J. W.
McNeil, pastor of the Baptist church.
pany.
C. E. Newcomer, formerly chief dep- The newly married couple will leave
uty under Sheilff T. S. Hubbell, is so in a few day3 for Washington, where
journing for a few weeks at the Fay- - they will make their home.
Sidney Bleber, formerly fire marwood hot springs, for the purpose or
getting rid of a severe case of rheu- shal of Washington, 1). C, who haa
been spending the past few weeks In
matism.
Albuquerque, left yesterday for El
Ubaldo I. Sanchez, an extensive Paso, where he goes to meet his parsheep raiser of Torranco county, who ents. He will bring them to Albulast week advertised the loss of three querque the latter part of this week
line draft horses from his ranch near wliP.e they will spend the winter.
Estancia, writes The Citizen that be
Mrs. W. I). Finney and children,
has vecovered the horses.
who hpve been visiting relatives anil
S. W. Dietrich, formerly superinfriends at Mason, Mich., are on their
tendent of the plant of the Water Sup- way to this city, but will stop over a
ply company in this city, arrived in day or two at Raton, for a short visit
Albuquerque last night from his home with the famiiy of Trainmaster Coush-lin- .
In Terre Haute, Ind., and will spend
Mr. Finney, at present, is stationa week here on a visit to friends.
ed at Williams, whore be Is the efficS. S. Pearltftlne, recently managing ient train dispatcher for the Santa
editor of "Sunshine," is enjoying a Fe road.
i
visit from H. E. Lutz, of Denver, who
STRAYED OR STOLEN.
arrived this morning from a tour of
nay yard, one handsome Jerthe Pacific coast. Mr. Pearlstlne and seyFrom
cow. Return for reward, to N. W.
Mr. Lutz formerly attended the same
Alger, 124 South Walter street.
school.
territraveling
Safford,
V.
Charles
The Opportunity club will give a sotorial auditor, is In the city from cial at the liaptist church Friday night.
Santa Fe attending to official busi Admission, 13c. . A fine program and
ness. Mr. Safford has Just returned refreshments and a .good time for all.
from a trip through San Juan county Come.
t
o
and reports conditions prosperous In
Five pairs of hose for 25c Saturnorthwest New Mexico.
only;--wor- th
two pairs for 25c.
Miss Matilda Gallegos, teacher in day
Stern, the Railroad avenue
the public scnools of Las Vegas, and Simon
clothier.
Buy a pair of our Overga:ers and
JUST A FEW DAYS MORE OF
wear your low shoes with comfort CUDAHY'S BEEF EXTRACT DEMseven
in
during fall. We have them
A
ROGERS' SILONSTRATION.
lengths, for men and VER SPOON FREE WITH EVERY
and
C.
75c.
to
women. Prices from 35c
JAR.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
avenue.
"Good Things to Eat."
-

T

A FALL IN CANNED GOODS.
Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, we
must .get rid of our canned stock fine
It Is and our reduced prices will
make them move in a hurry. Mark
you: they'ie Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out t1ey must go, to your great benefit.. Hurry up if you want any.

of the Year
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1905.

as Jour-The Citizen Of
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leglsh.

occurred on October'
.u'iis was 40 years of
13.
Mrs.
aen. The f n ii took place at Tucu.ro-- ,
carl, Quay m y, at 3 o'clock tn the
liihi r f.
atternoon ol
The Woodi n il of the Wor'.d will
hold an open Tiieeting at. tneir iian m
the K1H bin ng on Friday evening,
i:in."..
Some
Itrllliant
October ' 2'
address the meeting
speakers ' w
will be In attendance.
and good mu
Every body i iied. Admission free.
innnerty with Swift &
A. R. Bei
nas accepted a position
Co., this eii
with Willlai" l ai r, and is now holding
location. Mr. lietz
Torth lu his Li'
iiiiect himself actively
Intends to
by taking out an ln- with Mr. V.i
terest In tin .usiness in the near fu
lure.
As a com: utary upon property
building 'an. improving going on In
Albuquerque may be cited the case of
one of our c lizenn, Geo. C. Bowman,
who has sp nt $730 for stone sidewalks and r lining walls surrounding
his city pro; rty within the last six
months.
Howard C; irke, of the Benham Indian Trading company, returned this
morning fr,i a pilgrimage into i..e
Navajo Indian reservation In search
Mr. Clarke
of blankets and curios.
brought back more baggage than ho
could carry, Including various kinds
wares.
of Indian
.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Generally fair and colder tonight.
Friday, fair and cold.
O'virge. Hoffman, the leading ton- orhilist of Helen, is spending tho day
n the rity.
)r. R. K. Copp. the dentist, ha
hanked" his residence fro"1 2,13 North
Kcliih street, to 713 Copper avenue.
A. H. Mctiaffey, of the Horabln-Me- Oaffey company, returned last mgnirom a short trip to Ketner anu inoi-
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In the public
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nal clerk, h:t
the death of
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AT LOWEST PRICES.

The
PROTEK

QUICK

HOT BLAST HEATERS

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
stroke,
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
Wlssj
styles
Try
select
from.
to
a
and
different sizes

We carry many

MEAL RANGES.

QUICK MEAL.
zr

Collar,
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which can be found only on
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting: collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it. Can you imagine an
improvement to overcoats that could be
any more welcome to wearers than this?
Stein-Bloc- h

-

'I?

QUICK

'

HIM.

'l

0
Agent

Overcoats,
122 South

Second Street E.

L

$12.50

WASHBURN CO.

to

$30

for

ReWinchester Rifle and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt'
volvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse

Wind

119 West
Gold Avenue

No. 215

0

West Railroad Avenue

O0000

O

O

O

O

Mills, STARR ETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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